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Rasperry Cocktail Cocktail mixes do the work of ma34 king complicated cocktails easier since they have
many ingredients pre-mixed in it. Further, we will
discuss more about creating perfect cocktails as
well as Raspberry Cocktail Mixes.
Summer Cocktails The recipes for these four clas35 sic cocktails. We’re sharing them with you. When
most people host summer parties, they usually have
the basic alcoholic beverages, like beer and wine,
but rarely do you see a host offer a selection of really
Walk On Bistreaux & Bar is bringing its fresh
38 Louisiana cuisine to the Huebner Oaks Center on
Monday, April 2. The new restaurant, located at
11075 IH 10 W., will open its doors at 11 a.m. on
Monday. But consider arriving early because the
first 25 customers will receive a mini football autographed by New Orleans Saints superstar and
Walk-On’s Co-Owner Drew Brees!
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BEYOND the LOBBY
F&B Magazine column spotlighting what goes on beyond
the lobby of major hotels across the country and abroad.
Restaurants, bars, lounges, shows and staff promotions.
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Wines From The USA

The second of six educational sessions
to be held at the Organic Produce Summit 2018 will provide a data
dive into sales, trends and analysis of organic fresh produce, while
examining consumer behavior and attitudes of the multi-billion-dollar category.

Milwaukee Chophouse

Marcus Restaurant Group, announced today that Calum Hastreiter has been promoted from culinary
supervisor to chef de cuisine. In his new role, Hastreiter will oversee
daily operations of the Milwaukee ChopHouse,

Middlebar Two female mixologists in Inglewood, California are
among the first pioneers to pave the way inan emerging libations
category. The talented team behind MiddleBar, a soon-to be iconic
brand, have succeeded indeveloping an innovative process that enhances fermented (non-distilled) spirits naturally by infusing a cornucopia of fresh herbs, fruits and botanicals, to create deeper, more
complex flavor profiles.

CHEF Promotions

Cali’flour foods would like to encourage
everybody to embark on this root-tostem endeavor and have a little fun in
the kitchen getting creative. You never
know what kind of health boosting foods
you may have been throwing away all
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this time could do for your body and

EXECUTIVE CHEF

CH E F M AT TH E W

your wallet.

The Beverly Hilton today
announced the appointment of
Chef Matthew Morgan as Executive
Chef. In his new role, Morgan will
oversee the menus and operations
for the hotel’s many high-profile
events and galas, including the
Golden Globe Awards Show, Oscar
Nominee Luncheon, Pre-Grammy
Gala and the Milken Institute’s
Global Conference.
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INTRODUCING CONCERTINO™ MINI GRAPE TOMATOES!
Tiny in size and incredibly addictive, our new mini grape tomatoes
are packed with extra fl avor and nutrients, making them snack approved
for both kids and adults! Perfect in salads, oven-roasted, or on their own

Behind the restaurant is restaurateur Emanuele
Romani and Italian soccer legend Alessandro del
Piero. The high quality, genuine menu has been
created by blending the gastronomic passions of
our chefs. Bringing you their favorite regional
dishes from Italy and combining their American
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GREEN DRINK COCKTAILS
USING NATURAL REMEDIES

In the past years, green powder drinks have
become popular. These contain the green

By Rudy Silva

powder of the healthiest plants in the world.

Green drink cocktails are now becoming popular anywhere especially
among health fanatics. The hype that goes along the well publicized benefits
of green tea is one of the many factors for the popularity of green drinks.
Green drink cocktails are made up of powdered green plants, vegetables
and other herbs that work together to compensate the lack of nutritional
values that are in our diets. It has been touted to provide many health
benefits especially if regularly incorporated in daily diet.
There are many different kinds of green drinks to choose. Green drink
cocktails are generally composed of different types of vegetables, herbal
and whole grasses as well as nutritive grains. These and other essential
herbs are concocted to produce only the best and the most nutritive value
that a human body demands.
Green drink cocktails often come in powder form. Green drinks are also
now popularly taken in capsules which are purposely manufactured for
people with active lifestyle.
These drinks are touted to provide many health benefits which are one of
the many reasons it is now gaining popularity. Many components of green
drink cocktails are said to be effective in lowering bad cholesterol level,
improving digestion and strengthen the immune system.
These drinks also contain essential grasses and herbs which are
carcinogens. Other components of these drinks also help in stabilizing
blood pressure and improving mental acuity.
The idea of making green drinks must have come from the health benefits
that green tea is known for. Green tea is said to be a good anti-oxidant with
the caffeine it contains.
This is why more and more drinks are now claiming to have green tea in
them have hit the market, especially for health conscious individuals. This
also leads to the fame that green drinks are now enjoying in many parts of
the globe.
Now that these drinks are becoming famous, you can easily find many
different kinds. Aside from powered sachets and capsule some green drink
cocktails are now incorporated other beverages and snack foods. This
enables health conscious individuals to gulp their favorite drinks with gusto
minus the guilt of taking the hazards that goes along with other alcoholic
beverages.
The most common and sellable form of these drinks in the market are
those in capsule. These are big hit among young professionals who are
always on the go and are health fanatics.
You need not have to spend too much on these drinks. There are many
affordable products of this kind that are readily available in the market
today. Aside from capsules and instant mixes , you can also choose to
make your own at home. You simply have to purchase those powdered
variety and mix it with distilled water for maximum benefits.
However you wish to take these drinks will not really affect the health
benefits you will get from it. Whether you shall take the capsule or the
power mix you are still assured of getting the benefits you wish to get from
these drinks.
The bottom line is to ensure getting only the genuine products from
reputable manufacturers. This should be your utmost concern in choosing
the right green drink cocktails.

By drinking these powders, you get the
nutritional value of these plants. Read on
to discover why you should use these green
drink cocktails.
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F&B MAGAZINE COLUMN SPOTLIGHTING WHAT GOES ON BEYOND THE LOBBY OF
MAJOR HOTELS ACROSS THE COUNTRY AND ABROAD. RESTAURANTS, BARS, LOUNGES,
SHOWS AND STAFF PROMOTIONS

B E Y O N D
T H E
L O B B Y

Donshe Usher
Editorial Directorr

Jeff Gillick
Director of Sales and Marketing

Steven Weaver
Director of Food & Beverage

BOBBY HOTEL APPOINTS NEW
TEAM LEADERSHIP

Bobby Hotel, opening in Nashville’s Printer’s Alley this May, announces the appointments of hospitality
veteran Jeff Gillick as Director of Sales and Marketing and restaurant expert Steven Weaver as Director of Food
& Beverage. Gillick will orchestrate strategic marketing of the hotel and its unique attributes like the rooftop
lounge, while driving strong sales with the focus on leisure and small group. With two decades of hospitality
experience, Gillick most recently honed this role at The Langham Huntington in Pasadena, an iconic California
landmark hotel and social centerpiece. His CV is star- studded with Santa Barbara’s Bacara Resort and Spa and
San Diego’s rebranded Kona Kai Resort & Marina.
Equally established, Weaver has deep roots in the culinary industry, having worked in management and
operations for over twenty years in restaurants outside the hotel realm. He earned his GM chops at Sullivan’s
Steakhouse in Houston, the same city where he debuted Velvet Taco, the rule-breaking urban taco concept. An
asset to the Bobby team, Weaver will oversee culinary operations and programming, financial management,
human resources, operations initiatives, marketing, quality, service and control. Gillick earned a BA in Hotel
Administration at University of Nevada Las Vegas. Weaver graduated from the University of WisconsinMadison with a BA in International Relations.
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ABOUT BOBBY HOTEL
Opening May 2018 as an immersion into Nashville’s creative community, the 144-room hotel celebrates country
life with urban appeal—from the rooftop lounge complete with a vintage tour bus to Bobby’s Garage, evoking
Printers Alley trademark grit. Centrally located just steps from Nashville’s main music and cultural artery, the
nine-story property is a refuge for artistic freedom. There’s impromptu live sets, moonlit cocktails on the rooftop
and biscuit breakfast with bedside journals. Bobby’s Tavern features locally sourced, globally tinged fare while
an alfresco café serves local brew with a side of street scene.
ABOUT CASTLEROCK ASSET MANAGEMENT
Castlerock Asset Management is a premier real estate development and asset management firm specializing
in unique-and-distinctive commercial properties designed to enhance and enrich the communities they
serve. Headquartered in the heart of Nashville’s bustling Downtown, Castlerock brings a highly creative and
sophisticated dynamic to one of the nation’s fastest-growing cities, honoring the region’s rich history while
breaking exciting new ground. Inspired by the city’s creative energy and warm, welcoming vibe, Castlerock
was formed with the mission of bringing a new level of elegance and bold, contemporary design to Nashville’s
vibrant hospitality scene.

The Beverly Hilton
Announces New
Executive Chef Matthew
The Beverly Hilton today
announced the appointment
of Chef Matthew Morgan
as Executive Chef. In his
new role, Morgan will
oversee the menus and
operations for the hotel’s
many high-profile events
and galas, including the
Golden Globe Awards Show,
Oscar Nominee Luncheon,
Pre-Grammy Gala and the
Milken Institute’s Global
Conference.
Additionally,
he will be responsible for
the menus and staff of
signature restaurant, CIRCA
55, banquet operations and in-room dining.
“Chef Morgan was a natural selection as our new Executive Chef,”
said Sandy Murphy, general manager for The Beverly Hilton. “With
his foundation in fine technique, energetic leadership style and
passion for working closely with the best farms and artisans, we
are confident that his menus will please all of our guests, from
A-list celebrities, to the surrounding Beverly Hills community, to
travelers from around the world.” Morgan bases his menus around
fresh local ingredients, drawing his inspiration from the farmer’s
market, his own garden at home and local farms, and this will be
reflected in the food he creates for The Beverly Hilton’s special
events and holiday menus. As he plans out each menu, he works
closely with purveyors to determine what is currently in season, in
order to provide a better quality of flavor and smaller eco-footprint.
Morgan works directly with the local family-run Scarborough Farms
to source much of his produce, and has designed a custom blend
of mixed greens grown specifically for The Beverly Hilton. An added
benefit that fuels his drive to work closely with local farms is the
flexibility of ensuring large enough quantities of special ingredients
for events like the Golden Globe Awards, where the hotel feeds up
to 1,300 guests.

“As Executive Chef, I’m looking forward to further
enhancing the culinary offerings at The Beverly Hilton
and creating event menus that are fresh, healthy and
local,” said Morgan. “We have an incredibly talented and
hard-working culinary team and I’m confident we will
continue to impress throughout 2018 and beyond.”
Before taking the helm as Executive Chef, Morgan
worked as The Beverly Hilton’s Executive Sous Chef,
running all of the hotel’s banquet events. Prior to joining
The Beverly Hilton, where he has served in various roles
for about five and a half years, Morgan worked as a chef
for The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company for six years. Most
recently, he worked at the Ritz Carlton in Marina del Rey,
Calif. and before that, he worked at the Ritz Carlton in
Phoenix, AZ. At home, Morgan enjoys spending time
manning the grill in his backyard, and he plans to bring
some of that love for barbequing to the hotel, with
poolside grilling for Father’s Day and other holidays.
For more information about The Beverly Hilton, please
visit www.beverlyhilton.com or call (310) 274-7777.
ABOUT THE BEVERLY HILTON
Opened in 1955 by distinguished hotelier Conrad Hilton,
The Beverly Hilton, a Forbes Four-Star hotel, is owned
by the Los Angeles-based, Oasis West Realty, LLC and
managed by Hilton Worldwide (NYSE: HLT). Nestled at
the crossroads of the iconic Wilshire and Santa Monica
Boulevards, the hotel combines the excitement and
entertainment of Hollywood with the prestige of Beverly
Hills. The 569-room hotel features 101 suites including
nine private luxury suites within The Penthouse
Collection. With more than 60,000 square feet of
indoor and open-air event space, The Beverly Hilton
boasts the most technologically advanced meeting
space of its kind in the country. The hotel’s renowned
International Ballroom plays host to glamorous annual
events including the Golden Globe Awards Show,
Oscar Nominee Luncheon, Pre-GRAMMYs Gala, and
the Milken Institute’s Global Conference. The legendary
Aqua Star Pool is Beverly Hills’ largest pool and is the
setting for numerous recognizable photo shoots. Circa
55 restaurant entices guests with locally-sourced cuisine
in a stylish setting overlooking the pool. For more
information, please visit www.beverlyhilton.com or call
310.274.7777.
W W W. FO O D BEVMAG .CO M
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BE LV E D E R E VOD KA D EBUT S
E X CE P T I O NA L N EW EX P R ES S I ON,
G I N GER Z ES T
NEWEST MACERATION FEATURES AN ARTFUL BLEND OF REAL
GINGER WITH A TOUCH OF NATURAL CITRUS

Belvedere Vodka, the world’s
original luxury vodka, introduces
the newest innovation in its
award-winning portfolio: Ginger
Zest. On shelves starting April
2018, Belvedere Ginger Zest is a
refreshing blend of tangy ginger
and juicy spring lemons with a
touch of grapefruit, creating a
unique flavor profile perfect for a
variety of cocktails.

B

elvedere’s distinctive, time intensive maceration process ensures its
Dankowskie Gold rye vodka is imbued with real spices and fruit, reinforcing its
100% natural, no sugar added and non-GMO
Polish Rye philosophy. Ginger Zest is created
by extracting fragrant oils from pure ginger,
spring lemons and grapefruit that have been
immersed in - Belvedere Vodka. The result
is a delicious, smooth liquid of uncompromising quality and character, infused with notes of ginger spice and balanced with zesty
citrus.

Wellness expert and chef, Candice Kumai, embracing the roots inherited
from her Polish father, is partnering with Belvedere Vodka to create flavorful
and health-conscious recipes that complement signature Belvedere Ginger
Zest cocktails. Kumai will execute several media and consumer facing
events, as well as appear in a series of digital videos, to showcase the
maceration and demonstrate the flavor profile ginger and lemon produce
when they come together.
“We recognized a distinctive opportunity to get ahead of the ginger trend
with Belvedere Ginger Zest,” explains Rodney Williams, President and
CEO, Belvedere Vodka. “Despite the rapidly growing trend in gingerflavored beverages, there are very few ginger-flavored vodkas in the
marketplace so we set out to make one that has exceeded our expectations
and our incredibly high standards.”
Belvedere Ginger Zest is available in 750mL/$29.99 USD, 1L/$38.99 USD
and 1.75L/$49.99 USD at select U.S. retailers.
TASTING NOTES
Nose: Aromatic and warming on the nose with a hint of citrus, with notes of
sweet spice, ginger and gingerbread.
Palate: Soft, sweet and warming with a velvety texture and refreshing citrus
lift, tempered by hints of warming fresh ginger and lemon zest. Medium
bodied with a good balance of acidity and spice.
Finish: Sustained notes of grated ginger, with a persistent sweet spice warmth
and soft cream and vanilla back palate.

Belvedere Vodka’s Ginger Zest keeps the portfolio
on the cutting edge. “In developing a new maceration, we wanted to capitalize on cocktail trends
and flavors that offered range and versatility,” remarks Matt Pomeroy, Global Director of Education at Belvedere Vodka. “In Polish history, there
are roots in warming vodka with spices. Blending
an exotic spice, like ginger, with the approachable
flavors of grapefruit and lemon makes for a refreshing, beautifully-balanced drinking experience.”
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POLISH MULE
2oz Belve dere Ginger Zest
.5 oz Lime Juic e
.25 oz Simple Syrup
5oz Ginger Be er
3-4 Dashes of Angostura
B itters
Whip, shake, dump and
top with s o da. Garnish
with lime whe el.

GINGER ZEST SPRITZ
1 oz Belve dere Ginger Zest
.75oz Lime Juic e
.5 oz Honey Syrup
4 oz So da Water
Build in spritz glass.
Garnish with ginger
and lime slic es.

ABOUT BELVEDERE VODKA
Rye, Water, Character
Belvedere Vodka is produced in the world’s longest continuously operating Polish distillery that has been
making vodka since 1910. Belvedere was the first to generate a new standard of excellence by establishing
the luxury vodka category. Today, Belvedere’s distinctive taste and uncompromising integrity are recognized
internationally by discriminating vodka enthusiasts who appreciate its dynamic and complex character.
Crafted using only superior grade Polish Dankowskie Rye and water from its own local pristine source,
Belvedere is all natural and contains zero additives, in accordance with the legal requirements of Polska
Vodka. Its taste profile is structured, elegant and balanced, with a subtle sweetness, rich mouthfeel and
smooth, clean finish. For more information visit https://www.belvederevodka.com

W W W. FO O D BEVMAG .CO M
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THIS LITTLE
CHEF
LOVES TO
USE OUR
CRUSTS

And His Mom Loves The Versatility And Healthy Veggies The Whole Head Is Giving To Her
Little Guy”.
Luckily” there is a plethora of initiatives battling this issue right here in our country
Out of all the fads that come and go with the food industry¨ waste reduction is by far
one of the most beneficial ones. The conflict against waste comes in many forms¨ from
recycling to nose-to-tail utilization. But in the vegetable world¨ it’s called root-to-stem
The reference is ambiguous since you can’t eat every root and there’s more to the
plant above the ground than just the stem (ahem¨ the flower) but that’s not the point
The idea is to eat as much of the plant as possible. For
most plants¨ if not all¨ every part of the plant is not only
edible but nutritious. Cali’flour Foods has embraced
this concept¨ utilizing the entire head of cauliflower in
every crust This means stems¨ leaves¨ and the flower
itself Every nutritious morsel is included¨ to give the
product a unique and delicious taste. This not only
expands the nutritional profile¨ but it reduces the waste
to next-to-nothing.

Did you know that the average
American trashes about 25% of the
food they purchase? When you live
in a country that consumes more
resources than just about any other
country, “that’s a considerable
amount of waste.
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So next time you find a little green speck in your pizza crust¨ rest assured it was put there
intentionally. In fact¨ Cali’flour foods would like to encourage everybody to embark on this
root-to-stem endeavor and have a little fun in the kitchen getting creative. You never know
what kind of health boosting foods you may have been throwing away all this time could do
for your body and your wallet.

THE ORIGINAL
CAULIFLOWER pizza crusts
W W W. FO O D BEVMAG .CO M
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Talking Wine with

LEAH PRITCHETT

KEENAN

Talking Rain Beverage Company® Announces Sparkling Ice® Sponsorship of NHRA Top Fuel Dragster
Captained by Leah Pritchetts.
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But here’s the thing, putting your name on a bottle, even
owning a vineyard, does NOT make you a winemaker. It just
makes you an owner.
When Michael Politz, Publisher of Food & Beverage
Magazine asked me who I would want to interview for an
article on celebrity wine and spirit brands, I told him there
was only ONE person I would even consider interviewing
and writing a feature about. The only celebrity that I am
aware of that not only has his own wines, owns his own
winery, but in fact, lives full time there, works the vineyards,
and is responsible for every single aspect of the finished
product, Maynard James Keenen, the lead singer of Tool, A
Perfect Circle and Pusifer.
After a few emails back and forth with Monica the amazing
PR person, I was off for what I thought was going to be a
quick 30-minute interview after an in-store Wine Tasting in
Hollywood.
Well, readers what ended up happening was so much more
than that. I hope you enjoy the story I am about to share
with you, as much as I enjoyed an incredible experience of
talking to a true artist and perfectionist when it comes to his
wines. (OK, OBVIOUSLY, yes it also applies to his music
too).
Now, if you have gotten this far, and are waiting for a top
secret tip on the upcoming Tool album, keep reading! I’ve
cleverly hidden it in the body of the story.

By Eddie Rivkin
For quite a few years now, it has become
hip and trendy for celebrities to have their
own Wine and/or Spirit brands. The list
of celebrity owners runs the gamut from
legitimate A list celebs, all the way down to
Reality TV stars. (I guess they are sort of
famous?) It really doesn’t take much more
than a little fame, and maybe a little bit
of money, and you too can have your very
own wine or spirit. Hell, if you have REAL
MONEY you can buy yourself a vineyard!
W W W. FO O D BEVMAG .CO M
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If it wouldn’t have been for one asshole standing in the rain outside the front door
looking to get his merch signed as we were leaving for dinner, it may very well have
been the perfect tasting (so far)!
MJK: That’s the result of 10
or 11 years of bringing them
along with A Perfect Circle and
Pusifer, educating them on how
to behave! In the beginning it
was all groupies. And (very)
slowly it has evolved to what
you saw tonight.

Now onto my conversation with Maynard James Keenan about
Wine, and yes, a little music too.

Wait!!! Did I just bury the
lead to this whole story?
It appears I did.
Instead of a quick 30-minute
interview and back on my flight
to Vegas at 9:30, Maynard
and his manager graciously
invited me to dinner to do
our interview. And oh what a
dinner it was! I’m torn, should
I share with you the amazing
restaurant where we had
dinner? Oh well, fuck it. Let me
just say that Marino on Melrose
was absolutely sensational!
Just trust me on this. I’m not
going to write a restaurant
review unless Food & Beverage
Magazine sends me back!
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ER: It seems like quite a leap from Rockstar to
Winmaker?
MJK: I had never really been out of the country.
All of the sudden I’m in a band and I’m out of
the country, seeing parts of Italy, and part of my
family is from Italy so it really kind of resonated
with me. It seemed almost familiar to me and
I wasn’t sure why. I saw incredible wineries in
Italy. Then it kind of dawned on me. I want to live
in an area like that. I was slipping into a black
hole in LA in a bad way. I felt like I had to get out
of town, I had to reconnect in some way and be
away from LA.
ER: So you bailed on LA, how did you get to
Jerome?
MJK: Tim Alexander, drummer from Primus is
from Phoenix. He played in a bar band up north
in Jerome. They played some originals and some
covers and just traveled the state jamming. Then
he got a call to go to the bay area for an audition
for Primus. I met him on Lollapalooza 93 and
we really hit it off. I mentioned this really weird
dream I had about living in Arizona. He said, “I
should show you this town.” Within 24 hours
of seeing Jerome I opened a P.O. Box, changed
my license, everything. I had no idea I would be
making wine at the time, but I knew I needed to
be there, NOT in LA.
ER: You’ve now disengaged from LA, are living
in Jerome, how do you get to making wine?
MJK: I can give you the 20/20 hindsight version,
or I can tell you where I was standing thinking
this was a good idea. But having traveled the
world. Seeing some of these regions, seeing the
Blue Agave, seeing the Mesquite trees, seeing
Fig trees growing, I remember seeing this in
southern Rome. The soil in Jerome looks the
same, the weather feels the same, maybe a little
drier. Then this weird little revelation happened,
a little piece of land across the street is for sale.
I’m buying up the land around me and I finally
had a paycheck. Up to that point, we’re talking
about 1995, 1996, 1997, Tool started in 1991. In
1996 I had two platinum albums under my belt
and an EP about to go platinum, and I was still
living on 500 bucks a month. The rent was paid,
the utilities were paid, but I didn’t have a lot of
money.

I had a credit card with 500 bucks a month. And
then you get to 1996/1997 and all the sudden
there is money. In 1998 it’s like oh shit, there’s
a lot of money. I’ve never even had this kind of
money. What the fuck am I going to do. Then
my account goes don’t get ahead of yourself,
you are going to have to give half of that to
the government. And I’m like there has got to
be SOMETHING I can do to put this money
to work instead of just handing it off and it
wasting away. They had no solutions for me,
after all that’s the age-old question, how do you
do that. How do you have your money make
you more money My hippie neighbor, who has
a rope belt and no shoes, and who does insane
metal work for me goes, “well you just bought
the piece of land next to me. You like wine,
right? Why don’t you put in a vineyard? For an
investment.” So, I’m calling my accountants,
like my fuckin my hippie neighbor with a rope
belt and no shoes has a suggestion and you
guys don’t have a suggestion? But rather than
diving into vineyards, I put in an orchard. And
now its producing insane figs, apricots, plums,
pomegranates, and almonds. And about that
same time, I had that revelation about wine. I
LOVE WINE. So just watching how the apricots
and everything was working on that lot and
getting more and more into wine, learning more
about wine and I had that Wine moment when
you go OH SHIT! I had a 1990 Soldera Reserve
and a few others at this fancy hoopla dinner in
New Jersey. And I said “I’ve got the orchard
going, I’m want to do this. This is amazing. I am
going to make wine”

W W W. FO O D BEVMAG .CO M
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ER: When did this happen?

MJK:: 2001, 2002.

ER: Is it fair for me to say this is your absolute passion
project? That being a winemaker is really what you

ER: So you committed around 2001 or 2002, when

want to be?

were the first bottles produced?

MJK: Yes.

MJK: 2004 were California Wines. I sourced fruit

ER: The three bands will go until you don’t want to

from California for the first three or four years. My

do it anymore…

first actual Arizona fruit was 2007.
ER: And now it’s a combination of fruits?

MJK:: No, since 2007 it’s all Arizona fruit. I still have

MJK: If I don’t have a voice and I can no longer sing
then there will be no more bands. As long as I can
sing, there will be bands.

some lingering bottles in the cellar with some New

ER: And as long as you can stand, there will be wine?

Mexico fruit, but everything is 100% from Arizona.

MJK: ABSOLUTELY!

ER: How much total land do you have now?

ER: Switching gears for a minute. We are about the

MJK: I have 110 total acres, 40 in the north, 70 in

same age, both served in the military, what did you

the south.

get from your time in the Army?

ER: How many cases do you produce annually?

MJK: The Army, as an only child, taught me how to

MJK: It fluctuates a little. Last year we did about

get along with people I wasn’t sure I was going to like.

6000 maybe 7000. I’d say we average between 6000-

It taught me racism and it also taught me not racism.

9000 cases a year.

I taught me that it doesn’t matter who they are, there

ER: Since you have all the land around you already,
what do you think the most cases you will be able to
produce in a year is?
MJK: Well I just bought a lot more land, so I can
actually expand. But what I am doing is dropping
more fruit, concentrating things more, taking the nod

is this thing we have to get done, and can you do it?
Are you capable of doing it? I know on the street we’d
never speak to each other, but fuck all that, are you
here to help me get this thing done?
ER: Ok back to wine. What is your newest or next
release going to be?

from some of the finest wineries in the world. That

MJK: In a couple of weeks we are releasing 2015

way I bring it down to reasonable amounts of fruit, so

Nagual del Judith Nebbiolo

the concentration is there. We don’t cut any corners,
it works well with our weather. I can actually pick
before the monsoons annihilate us. All these things
fall hand in hand. What I am doing is developing those
two brands, Caduceus Cellars and Merkin. Merkin
is the one that I am kind of developing someday for
my retirement plan. We have a Pizza Truck that is
Merkin, a Gelato truck that is Merkin. I am doing a
branding thing with Merkin in general. Merkin will
be something that if someone comes along and sees
the vision and wants to take it global, I will say yes.
Caduceus will ALWAYS be my baby. What will happen
with Caduceus is that if I sell Merkin some day in ten
years, that space will get taken up by Caduceus. I’ll
plant more fruit for Caduceus. Right now I’m pretty
much tapped out at 10,000 cases I think, and that is
using every single inch and corner of my land.
ER: With that kind of limit, aren’t you a bit hamstrung
as far as financial growth as well?
MJK: Yes, but we are ok with it. I’ve got the music,
financially we are fine.
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ER: OK, last question, I have to catch my flight at
9:30. It’s been 14 years since you started in on this,
where do you see yourself in 14 years?
MJK: 14 years from now I see me not necessarily
pulling out vines and replanting, but if I have expanded
anything on the vineyards, I see me narrowing it
down to 2 or 3 varietals that are going to do best and
best express this area. I will still continue to do the
crazy stuff that is all over the map because our wine
club loves it. But I have a feeling that we’ll be able to
really truly look back now and see in hindsight what
I have done the last 14 years, that will help me know
where this is going for the next 140 years.
ER: Thank you very much for the incredible dinner
and sharing your journey with me.

My final thoughts:
That 30-minute interview turned into
an amazing 8 course dinner, complete with
a full selection of wines from
Caduceus & Merkin that lasted 3 hours!
I missed a flight for the first time in my life.
In all my years of writing about anything
and anyone I wanted, I had the absolute best
experience of my writing adventures, having
an all over the map conversation with
Maynard James Keenan.
I wish I could share with you a lot of the
other things we chatted about, but maybe
another time. There is so much more story to

Oh, and I scored an invite to see Maynard in his other job, as a musician in a few weeks
when A Perfect Circle stops in Las Vegas. Yep today was a good day! I almost forgot
Looking squarely at the prospect of spending
about that top-secret tip regarding the new Tool album! Sorry, I got nothing. You should
the night in LAX, I demanded my Lyft driver have known better than to think that was going to happen! LOL Hope you enjoyed the
race to get me to the airport.
article.
That day must really have been my lucky
For the best experience with Caduceus and Merkin, take a trip to Jerome Arizona and
tell.

day. I got the last seat on the Stripper

Express Southwest Airlines flight back to
Vegas!

visit the Tasting Rooms and Osteria.You never know who you just might run into.
If you can’t make it to Jerome, please visit https://caduceus.org/ and join their wine
club.
W W W. FO O D BEVMAG .CO M
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FRONT OF THE HOUSE®
Sip Stylishly with Glassware and
Drinkwise® Unbreakable Drinkware by
Front of the House®
The creation of a perfect cocktail begins with the glass
Drinkwise®, a revolutionary generation of barware, is made of BPA-Free cups, pitchers, and carafes that
are safe and stronger than any commercial drinkware in the food and beverage Industry. Drinkwise® has
glass-like clarity, is crack and craze proof, impact and shatter resistant, and heat resistant up to 248°F.
Front of the House® Glassware collections have universal appeal, and are available in a variety of styles,
shapes, and sizes.
Budget-friendly and trend-forward Front of the House® drinkware makes a big impression with a small
budget. Sip stylishly Drinkwise® and Glassware drinkware by Front of the House® provides superior high
volume bar restaurant, and lounge service at a low cost.
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FOH…
powerful
performance
at a
refreshing price.
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WE ALL SCREAM 4 ICE CREAM

THE FAMOUS
MILKY BUN
IS COMING TO TO RANCHO CUCAMONGA ON MARCH 31

Afters Ice Cream is Opening its Nineteenth Southern
California Location in Rancho Cucamonga’s Victoria
Gardens Town Center

Will be celebrating the grand opening of its
newest location in Rancho Cucamonga at Victoria Gardens town center on Saturday, March
31. The grand opening festivities will start at
8:00 p.m. as the Instagram-famous ice cream
store, popularized by its unique and colorful
handcrafted ice cream and signature Milky
Bun™ donut ice cream sandwich, offers its first
50 customers a free Afters Ice Cream “Anti Diet
Diet Club” crew neck sweatshirt.
“We’re excited to celebrate our third grand
opening of 2018 with the newest Afters Ice
Cream in Rancho Cucamonga and introduce
them to our one-of-a-kind ice cream to the
community” said Scott Nghiem, Chief Executive Officer and Co-founder. Ngheim plans to
open another seven locations in California this
year.
“We have a crazy cult following who have been
so loyal to us over the years. We’re looking forward to introducing Rancho Cucamonga residents to our unique dessert experience to add
to our following,” said Nghiem. “We hope to see
all of our new neighbors at our brand new location on Saturday, March 31, for them to see and
taste what all the hype is about!”
The new Afters Ice Cream in Rancho Cucamonga is located in Victoria Gardens town center
at 12513 North Main Street, Suite 3655, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739 and operates from
12:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. daily. For additional
information, please visit www.aftersicecream.
com.
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CARPIO’S CORNER

A Spotlight on International Travel
GREATER FORT LAUDERDALE
Making Waves in the
Culinary World
By C r i st i na C ar pio

Stacy took the helm two years ago as the President and
CEO of the GFL Convention and Visitor’s Bureau. She’s
lived in the area since 1974 and spent most of her life
there. It’s where she chose to raise her kids. Before her role,
Stacy spent 20 years in elected office.
She was in the state legislature and a lawyer by profession.
She calls herself a true ambassador of GFL and says this
job will be her last stop because of how much she loves
Greater Fort Lauderdale and her commitment to get GFL
recognized as an international travel destination.
Canada is GFL’s number one travel market. At a recent
event held in Toronto, Stacy hand-picked some powerhouse
chefs, a mixologist and a craft beer expert to represent
Greater Fort Lauderdale’s culinary and beverage scene. In
south Florida, they have a large Caribbean population and
so “Floribbean” cuisine was showcased at the event. This
is a fusion of two very distinct types of flavors which blends
both Caribbean and Florida influences.

When we think of Fort Lauderdale, we immediately think of
a spring break, party destination; it’s a comfort food, chicken
fingers and fries kind of place. Well, that reputation is long
gone and for good reason. Not only does Fort Lauderdale
have 23 miles of BlueWave certified beaches, over 34,000
rooms in a variety of accommodations and more, it is now
one of the hottest destinations in Florida.
The hospitality and the culinary scene has recently
blossomed as powerful chefs and food influencers have taken
center stage and are making a mark. At a Visit Greater Fort
Lauderdale event in Toronto, President and CEO of the
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention and Business Bureau
Stacy Ritter said that Greater Fort Lauderdale or “GFL”
offers an elevated culinary experience which many people
are not used to hearing about but that is about to change.
“We are showcasing some celebrity chefs and show to
the world that you can have a great meal at Greater Fort
Lauderdale”. She says this is a secret that has been kept for
far too long. A long time GFL resident, according to Stacy,
spring break died there in the 90’s, but for some reason, they
still maintain this reputation. She made it very clear that
they are not this type of destination anymore. “We are a
destination where millenials come to eat, drink, have fun
and have a great experience.”

FEBRUARY
2018
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Executive Chef Paula DaSilva of the Burlock Coast at
the Ritz Carlton is considered one of the most renowned
and highly respectable chefs of GFL. Her tough exterior
explains why she survived Gordon Ramsey’s popular
hit show, Hell’s Kitchen. Known for her remarkable
talent and imaginative farm-fresh dishes rich with the
flavors and freshness of South Florida, this female chef
powerhouse has created innovative menus and taken on
massive culinary projects throughout her career. She is
also a mentor and leader in the local food scene. Over
the years, this chef also has earned accolades and press
including a recent nod from Esquire magazine as one of
the Best New Restaurants in America. At the Toronto
event, Paula prepared a perfectly seared halibut with made
from scratch corn succotash, parsnip puree using fresh
local ingredients and homestead carambola sauce which
is so “Floribbean”. Adrienne Grenier, Executive Chef at
3030 Ocean, Harbor Beach Marriott Resort is another
talent which GFL is very proud of. She is an inspiration
to many young culinary hopefuls, and a winner of the
popular Food Network hit show “Chopped”. She created
a handmade spinach cavatelli with littleneck clam broth
stew made with fresh herbs and breadcrumbs. The starter
was much appreciated by the guests experiencing a cold
start of spring in Toronto.

Executive Chef Paula DaSilva of the Burlock Coast at the
Ritz Carlton is considered one of the most renowned and
highly respectable chefs of GFL. Her tough exterior explains
why she survived Gordon Ramsey’s popular hit show, Hell’s
Kitchen. Known for her remarkable talent and imaginative
farm-fresh dishes rich with the flavors and freshness of South
Florida, this female chef powerhouse has created innovative
menus and taken on massive culinary projects throughout
her career. She is also a mentor and leader in the local food
scene.

GFL’s very own craft beer ambassador Blue Arauz was
also present to boast about how GFL is also becoming a
craft beer destination with the rise of award- winning
microbreweries. “We have about 13 breweries just in the
GFL area, and everyone is doing something different.” It’s
become a community and a healthy competition between
all the breweries according to Blue who also happens to be
a Community Director for Yelp. He says the breweries are
focusing on everything from creative stouts and porters like
peanut butter and jelly sandwich beer, to wild beers, and
sours. “Everyone is finding their niche and supporting each
other on a much bigger scene,” says Blue and it can only get
even better.
While all travelers know the beach is always a major
attraction, it’s beyond that. The level of shopping has
really elevated and GFL has positioned itself as a shopping
destination with the Sawgrass Mills Mall and a separate
outdoor area called The Colonnade Outlets. This spot
is actually the 2nd largest tourist attraction in the state of
Florida and only 20 minutes from the beach.
The Art scene has also changed a lot and is thriving with
emerging local artists. They have this cool area called F.A.T.
Village Arts District. For art lovers, it offers an “art walk”
held on the last Saturday of every month which attracts a
truly diverse crowd.

Chefs Paula, Adrienne and Christian (Left to right)
Over the years, this chef also has earned accolades and
press including a recent nod from Esquire magazine as one
of the Best New Restaurants in America. At the Toronto
event, Paula prepared a perfectly seared halibut with made
from scratch corn succotash, parsnip puree using fresh local
ingredients and homestead carambola sauce which is so
“Floribbean”.
Adrienne Grenier, Executive Chef at 3030 Ocean, Harbor
Beach Marriott Resort is another talent which GFL is very
proud of. She is an inspiration to many young culinary
hopefuls, and a winner of the popular Food Network hit
show “Chopped”. She created a handmade spinach cavatelli
with littleneck clam broth stew made with fresh herbs and
breadcrumbs. The starter was much appreciated by the
guests experiencing a cold start of spring in Toronto.
Executive Pastry Chef Christian Cobos of the GG’s
Waterfront Bar and Grill in Hollywood Florida impressed
the crowd with a simple but trendy Floridian dessert, a
key lime pie topped with Crème Fraiche. The dessert was
brilliantly paired with a key lime martini prepared by the
guest mixologist. Christian has worked with and collaborated
in creative partnerships with some of the top chefs in New
York, Miami and Los Angeles after mastering his pastry
techniques at culinary school in Paris. This Ecuador native
has also mastered the innovative “Nuevo Latino” cuisine
which sparked his interest in his love for chocolates working
under noted chef Douglas Rodriguez where he learned how
to refine his skills.

“Diversity is in our DNA in GFL” says Stacy. GFL’s
thumbprint logo represents individuality and uniqueness
of each person. “We are all unique in our special way, and
although each of us has a different thumbprint, we are still
great together”.
Real estate is also booming in this city. It is less expensive to
build a property than other areas like Miami, and the cost of
living is much lower. Several new luxury properties have also
recently opened on the beach like the iconic Conrad Hotel
with sweeping panoramic views of the Atlantic Ocean.
There are only 23 Conrad hotels in the world and GFL has
one of them. They are also building a Four Seasons which
will open next year, and a couple of new downtown hotels.
This is a great sign of a vibrant community as this will be the
first time since the 1930’s that there has been a brand new
downtown hotel.
GFL is a walkable city. Safety is of the top priority of the
community. There is no ethnic tension like other parts
of the world because it is all about promoting diversity
and welcoming everyone. It’s the real melting pot, no
matter what your culture and color of skin. is They’ve
also increased their visitors year to year according to the
Bureau, and it has become a much more international
destination. The airport has expanded considerably with
non-stop flights to Dubai, London, Paris, Barcelona, Latin
America, Caribbean locations, Canada and Mexico. For all
these reasons and more, saavy travelers are realizing that
Greater Fort Lauderdale should be on the radar as a top
travel destination.
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irresistibly
snackable
INTRODUCING CONCERTINO™ MINI GRAPE TOMATOES!
Tiny in size and incredibly addictive, our new mini grape tomatoes
are packed with extra flavor and nutrients, making them
snack approved for both kids and adults! Perfect in
salads, oven-roasted, or on their own.

WINDSETFARMS.COM
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N 10 Restaurant
W E S T H O L LYW O O D

Is a contemporary, Italian restaurant with a multi-regional, seasonal cuisine, in a modern
space with an intimate vibe. Behind the restaurant is restaurateur Emanuele Romani and
Italian soccer legend Alessandro del Piero. The high quality, genuine menu has been created by
blending the gastronomic passions of our chefs. Bringing you their favorite regional dishes from
Italy and combining their American and Italian cultures.
Established in 1992 by the Davoli family with a single eatery in Jacksonville, Metro Diner is
among the nation’s fastest growing family dining concepts. The diner gained popularity with
its warm, welcoming service, large portion sizes and indulgent comfort food. Just ask Guy Fieri
who featured the diner in an episode of Diners,
Drive-In’s, and Dives. The diner offers great
value with most dishes priced under $15, and
each location is designed to make guests feel at
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CUISINES BY

CHEF Q&A ON NEXT

>>
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WHAT IS YOUR COMFORT FOOD?
Freshly baked homemade warm bread, prosciutto di Parma and ParmigianoReggiano
WHO WAS YOUR GREATEST COOKING INFLUENCE?
I can’t say I have one. My cooking style changed and is still changing according
to my day to day experiences. Everything begun with the cooking passion of the
women of my family in Italy (grandmothers, mum and aunts), following that I
learned a lot from chefs who were mentoring me in professional kitchens (such
as Massimo Spigaroli, Daniele Sera, Luca Ciaffaraffà), as well as colleagues who
I’ve shared long days and nights in the kitchen (Paolo Dorigato, Matteo Bersellini,
Luca Gubelli, Saverio Sbaragli). Today, my greatest inspiration are my partners
in this new amazing adventure we are launching: No 10 restaurant, Emanuele
Romani, Maurizio La Rosa, and chef Nick Parker.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE INGREDIENT TO COOK WITH?
I love to cook with seasonal vegetables in general, wild mushrooms and truffles
in particular.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE WHITE WINE? FAVORITE RED?
I don’t have a favorite wine, it depends on my mood and the company. Today,
I enjoyed a bottle of Il Blu Brancaia 2011 with some friends and I loved it. But I
also love to share a glass of Gonet Medeville Ambonnay Cuvee champagne with
my wife.
CELEBRITY YOU WOULD LOVE TO COOK DINNER FOR?
I’d love to cook for Paul Bocuse.
CHEF WHOSE STYLE OF COOKING YOU REALLY DIG?
Alessandro Cianti, the chef at Trattoria Bar Bibo, near Firenze (Italy). He cooks
with the best ingredients, customizing food and wine for each individual table!
BEST THING ABOUT BEING A CHEF IS?
To be able to create with food. Combining different flavors, finding the right
ingredients, and making someone else happy with your creation, is there
anything better than that?
HOW DO THE WORDS “GLUTEN-FREE” MAKE YOU FEEL?
Responsible: I try to offer the best with any specific type of food or allergy.
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO SOMEONE WITH ASPIRATIONS OF BECOMING
A PROFESSIONAL CHEF?
Work with passionate mentors and enjoy your time in the kitchen: if it isn’t
happening, look for another mentor and another kitchen. Being a professional
chef is a lifestyle and artistic, above strict techniques and recipes.
LASTLY, WHAT DO YOU DO TO RELAX?
Hiking, swimming, reading, cooking, laughing!

CHEF

FABIO UGOLETTI
N 10 RESTAURANT

Fabio Ugoletti was born in Parma, Italy, and spent his childhood in the heart of the Po River Valley, also known as the “Food
Valley” where he discovered a love for food at a young age. His culinary career began when he started working in luxury hotels
and upscale restaurants. He has worked under the direction of important chefs such as Daniele Sera, Massimo Spigaroli, Paolo
Vai. In Tuscany he worked as an Executive Chef at Gallopapa, a prestigious 1-star Michelin restaurant. Fabio has also worked as
a gastronomic consultant and has organized events all over the world in Italy, China, Poland, Sweden, Korea, United States, and
Lithuania. He has also been involved in the development of the “new wave” of Italian Cuisine.
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Q
&A

WHAT IS YOUR COMFORT FOOD?
I love a good bacon cheeseburger with trendy fries!

WHO WAS YOUR GREATEST COOKING INFLUENCE?
Definitely Leroy Zahler!

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE INGREDIENT TO COOK WITH?
I love experimenting with four gras, truffle, and caviar.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE WHITE WINE? FAVORITE RED?
Anything with Bubbles, and Pinot noir.

FAJITAS

CELEBRITY YOU WOULD LOVE TO COOK DINNER FOR?
I’d enjoy cooking for Donald Trump
CHEF WHOSE STYLE OF COOKING YOU REALLY DIG?
I really admire Thomas Keller
BEST THING ABOUT BEING A CHEF IS?
I truly enjoy making people happy with my creations.
HOW DO THE WORDS “GLUTEN-FREE” MAKE YOU FEEL?
Great because I have a gluten allergy so I feel empathetic towards that
and love to experiment to create the best of the best, gluten-free!
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO SOMEONE WITH ASPIRATIONS
OF BECOMING A PROFESSIONAL CHEF?
Work hard and learn as much as you can, and if you have no passion
and dreams in the field… go to college for something else!
LASTLY, WHAT DO YOU DO TO RELAX?
It usually involves drinking, anywhere, anytime.

CHEF

NICK PARKER
N 10 RESTAURANT

Born and raised on a farm in Idaho, Nick Parker’s passion for food started at a young age. Self-educated in culinary
arts through books, travelling, staging, and a strong interest in “molecular gastronomy”, after working in kitchens
all over the US from Idaho to Atlantic City, to Washington, Florida, Las Vegas, Colorado, and Texas, Nick recently
decided to settle down in So Cal where he’s worked with acclaimed chefs such as Mario Batali and David Burke.
He specializes in Italian, French, Spanish, Creole, Pacific Northwester, Southern, and modern American cuisines, and
among his top projects, he’s built a 1-acre farm and Farm-To-Table concept for an exclusive Inn in the Pacific Northwest.
Chef Parker likes to create seasonal menus that featured hand organically grown vegetables, herbs and the freshest seasonal
seafood ingredients, and believes in farm fresh produce, even if it involves building a farm and doing the work himself.
W W W. FO O D BEVMAG .CO M
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The Art Of Creating
Perfect

RASPBERRY
COCKTAIL

Cocktail mixes do the work of making complicated cocktails easier since they have many ingredients pre-mixed in it. Further, we will discuss
more about creating perfect cocktails as well as
Raspberry Cocktail Mixes.

One of the finest ways to throw a memorable dinner party for your friends could be to man the bar
& provide cocktails. Nonetheless, how precisely
do you prepare awe-inspiring cocktails? There is
really a lot of tips to be kept in view if you desire
to make cocktails which would make your guests
go wow. Possibly one of the foremost things you
are required to gather up are a solid bar or set of
cocktail. Make certain that it has all the essential
items such as the shaker, bottle opener, jigger,
ice spoon, strainer, and other required items. It
is also essentials that the cocktail set consists of
each thing you are required to calculate the ingredients adequately.
You need to understand that the ingredients are
the second most essential factor to create an
awesome cocktail and you need to strictly follow
the right ingredients in every way, meaning to say
you have to add the right amount of ingredients
each time you are making your cocktail drinks so
that they would taste great. Another important
thing you need to keep in view is that your cocktail drink should be properly mixed or blended.
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You need to understand the fact that different
cocktails call for different ways of mixing & blending. For example, any cocktail which consist of
eggs and fruits is required to be shaken rather
than mixed. This will ensure that the ingredients
are greatly blended.
Now the market is loaded with lots of cocktail
mixes at inexpensive prices. You can order them
online and easily make different types of great
tasting cocktails which are just a treat to the taste
buds for instance Raspberry Cocktail Mixes
which can help you to make raspberry martini,
raspberry daiquiri and a range of different kinds
of cocktails. These cocktail mixes make the work
of making cocktails easier. With the help of them
even a beginner can look a professional bartender. Further, with them you can enjoy all your favorite cocktails at home.

Allow me to tell you a mouth watering raspberry
cocktail mix recipe. For this, you need to gather
up, vanilla cream, spiced rum, raspberry cocktail mix, and some raspberries. Blend the spiced
rum with the raspberry cocktail mix. Now add
vanilla cream in it and garnish the mixture with
some raspberries. Cheers!

COCKTAILS RECIPE

A Recipe Collection
Top 4 Most Requested
Summer Drinks
The recipes for these four classic cocktails. We’re sharing them with you. When
most people host summer parties, they usually have the basic alcoholic beverages,
like beer and wine, but rarely do you see a host offer a selection of really special
summer drinks.

POMEGRANATE
BLUEBERRY

PINEAPPLE
BLEU

SANGRIA
PUNCH

Lemonade

martini

cocktail

cocktail

1/2 cup lemonade
concentrate
1/4 cup fresh mint leaves
1 tbsp. fresh lemon juice
Ice cubes
1/4 cup Limoncello
(lemon liqueur)
1/2 cup club soda
Lemon slices and mint for
garnish

1/2 part vodka
1 part pomegranate mix
(Use “Rose” brand)
1 part pomegranate
blueberry juice
(Use “Tropicana” brand)
Orange slices for garnish

2-oz. Hypnotic Liqueur
1-oz. Grey Goose Vodka
Splash of pineapple juice
Lemon twist for garnish
Shake together Hypnotic,
vodka and ice until
chilled. Pour into a martini glass, top with pineapple juice and garnish
with a lemon twist and an
umbrella.

1 lemon
1 lime
1 orange
1-1/2 cups rum (spiced
rum works well too)
1/2 cup white sugar
1 (750 milliliter) bottle dry
red wine
1 cup orange juice
Chill the fruit, rum, orange
juice and wine. If desired,
make ice cubes out of the
orange juice.

LIMONCELLO
MINT
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U ND E RSTA N D I N G WI N E S

FROM THE UNITED STATES
Probably the most famous area of wine production is Napa Valley, California, where some 90%
of North American wines are produced. These vineyards were mostly started by Spaniards
who planted as they established missions; most wines were used for religious sacraments but
were also used during daily life. The vine cuttings they used were typically from Mexico and
were brought to the U.S. in the early 1500’s.
Many people are surprised to find out the truth about United States wines. Most assume that the
best wines in the world are produced in France or areas of the Mediterranean, and while it’s true that
many people may prefer or know more about French wines, there are many varieties of wines from
the United States that are just as good. Probably the most famous area of wine production is Napa
Valley, California, where some 90% of North American wines are produced. These vineyards were
mostly started by Spaniards who planted as they established missions; most wines were used for
religious sacraments but were also used during daily life. The vine cuttings they used were typically
from Mexico and were brought to the U.S. in the early 1500’s.
Today most grapes are of the French, Italian and Spanish varieties, which is why United States wines
are on the same level quality-wise as these more commonly known French wines. Advances in planting
and grape hybrid technology have made it possible for any region of the world to produce a wine of
any variety and quality.
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For many years the most popular types of wines were
Bordeaux and Chardonnay, but in the 1980’s many grew
tired of this type of wine, especially as more and more
varieties became readily available at wine and liquor stores
everywhere.

Suddenly vineyards producing Unites States

wines began experimenting with different and more obscure
varieties of grapes and grape hybrids. The warmer weather
of California’s Napa Valley also affects the taste of the wines,
making them taste a bit fruitier than other brands of wines. It
also allows for higher alcohol content during the fermentation
process; most California wines are at 13.5% alcohol.
There are of course other areas of the country that produce
very fine wines, including the Great Lakes regions around
the state of Michigan, and the Rocky Mountain region of
Colorado.

These areas have very favorable weather and

growing conditions for very fine wines.
United States wines are now so popular that many plan their
entire vacations around wineries and wine tours. Planning
tours of Napa Valley is so popular that many travel agents
and tourism boards plan entire excursions for groups such
as AARP and other travel clubs. The U.S. is actually the fourth
largest wine producing country in the world, and there’s good
reason for that. While some may not think of United States
wines as being of the same quality as French or Spanish
wines, the truth is that they are of very high quality, variety,
and vintage. If you fancy yourself a wine connoisseur , you
would do well to make sure you add these wines to your
regular drinking experience.
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Walk-On’s Prepares To Open
2Nd San Antonio Restaurant

Baton Rouge-based brand celebrates grand opening on Monday

Walk-On’s Bistreaux & Bar is bringing its fresh Louisiana cuisine to the Huebner Oaks Center on Monday,
April 2.
The new restaurant, located at 11075 IH 10 W., will
open its doors at 11 a.m. on Monday. But consider arriving early because the first 25 customers will receive
a mini football autographed by New Orleans Saints superstar and Walk-On’s Co-Owner Drew Brees!
The community is celebrating with a VIP night Saturday, March 31, at 6:30 p.m. During the event, WalkOn’s will present a $5,000 donation to Teed Off at Cancer, one of the largest charity events in San Antonio.
The pre-opening event is invitation-only.
“I opened the first Walk-On’s in San Antonio just last
year and it has been a huge hit, so we couldn’t be happier about bringing our winning combination of Louisiana-style food and drinks to everyone near Huebner
Oaks,” said Franchisee Moussa Haidar. “You won’t find
another menu like ours in San Antonio, and our gameday atmosphere is perfect for sports fans of all ages.
We’ve assembled an awesome team of about 150 and
we’re all looking forward to becoming an integral part
of the community.” Walk-On’s is renowned for its signature Louisiana-style menu served up in a game-day
atmosphere by its All-American Team. When the new
restaurant opens, it will be the second Walk-On’s in
San Antonio, the fourth in Texas, and the 19th system-wide

“We are quickly expanding across Texas thanks to extraordinary franchisee partners like Haidar,” said Scott Taylor, President & COO of Walk-On’s
Enterprises. “The new restaurant is absolutely beautiful, and I know it’s
going to be a very welcome addition to the dining and entertainment
landscape in the Huebner Oaks Center.”
The new restaurant will be open Monday through Thursday from 11 a.m.
to 11 p.m. and Friday through Sunday from 11 a.m. to midnight.
Walk-On’s now has 18 locations: four in Baton Rouge, two in New Orleans
and one each in Lafayette, Houma, Shreveport, Lake Charles, Covington,
Broussard, Alexandria, Gonzales, and Bossier City, La., and Lubbock, San
Antonio and Tyler, Texas. Other locations are coming soon in Alabama,
Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee and Texas, with several additional markets across the Southern U.S. likewise on the drawing board.
New Orleans Saints superstar Drew Brees and his wife, Brittany, bought
in as co-owners in May 2015. Drew pointed out that Walk-On’s is “a great
place to bring my family, teammates and business colleagues” and that
they were excited to help “expand the brand across the nation.”

For a complete menu and more information, visit walk-ons.com.

ABOUT WALK-ON’S BISTREAUX & BAR®
Based in Baton Rouge, La., Walk-On’s Bistreaux & Bar® is rapidly
expanding across the country thanks to its winning combination of
food and drinks made from scratch with a taste of Louisiana. WalkOn’s All-American team serves up a game-day experience in a fun,
family-friendly atmosphere that ensures every guest is a winner. For
more information, visit www.walk-ons.com, or contact Ladd Biro at
Champion at lbiro@championmgt.com or 972.930.9933.

To inquire about franchising opportunities, qualified applicants may contact Kelly Parker at franchise@walk-ons.com.
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MILWAUKEE CHOPHOUSE.
ANNOUNCES NEW CHEF DE
CUISINE AND MENU
The Milwaukee ChopHouse, part of Marcus Restaurant Group, announced today
that Calum Hastreiter has been promoted from culinary supervisor to chef de
cuisine. In his new role, Hastreiter will
oversee daily operations of the Milwaukee ChopHouse, located at the Hilton
Milwaukee City Center in downtown Milwaukee. The restaurant also announced
today that it has launched a new dinner
menu, Hastreiter’s first as chef of the Milwaukee ChopHouse.
Hastreiter takes on his new position as
chef de cuisine following six years working in various roles at the Milwaukee
ChopHouse and Miller Time Pub & Grill,
also located at the Hilton Milwaukee City
Center. Prior to joining Marcus Restaurant Group, Hastreiter worked at Stonefly Brewery, a brewpub formerly located
in Milwaukee’s Riverwest neighborhood.
He served in several roles during his
time with the brewpub, moving his way
up the ranks to become kitchen manager
in 2010. A Manitowoc, Wisconsin native,
Hastreiter received a bachelor’s degree
in history and political science from the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
“During the past six years working at the
Milwaukee ChopHouse and Miller Time
Pub & Grill, I have been able to develop
my culinary voice. I have had the great
opportunity to build creative menus using seasonal and local ingredients for
our regular wine dinners and learn about
the restaurant’s classic dishes,” said
Hastreiter.
“Now, as chef de cuisine at the restaurant, I’m excited to showcase dishes and
ingredients that I think represent me
best as a chef and that our guests will
thoroughly enjoy.”
In early March, Chef Haistreiter introduced his first dinner menu for the Milwaukee ChopHouse. The new menu
features prime cuts, classic to the Milwaukee ChopHouse, in addition to an increased focus on seafood offerings.
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Two dishes of special note, as well as a
few thoughts from Chef Hastreiter, include:
• Mero sea bass ($42) with lemon
beurre blanc, celeriac-apple slaw and micro herbs – “I’m most proud of this dish.
We make a point to bring in fish from
sustainably caught sources. When you
have quality fish, it is best to let it speak
for itself, which is my take on this dish.
The simple accent flavors add to, but do
not overpower, the buttery flavor of this
great fish.”
• Butternut squash bisque ($9) with
pumpkin seed oil, paprika pepitas and
fried sage – “One of my favorite things
to make is soup. It’s simple, easy to do,
and usually healthy. That is why the butternut squash bisque best represents me
as a chef. This soup takes a simple ingredient, butternut squash, and elevates the
flavors with a few added ingredients. I
make soups at home nearly every week
and am happy to be able to share something I love with others.”
Over the past year, the Milwaukee ChopHouse has worked to create a dining
experience outside the expectations of a
traditional chophouse. The restaurant received its first Wine Spectator Award of
Excellence in 2017, which recognized its
more than 150 wines available to guests.
The restaurant also began hosting regular wine dinners featuring several courses of specially-prepared dishes paired
with select wines from top vineyards
and wineries across the United States,
and unveiled seasonal menus featuring
trendy cuts of meat, such as the bistro
filet and braised pork cheek. The most
recent and sold-out wine dinner, held
March 9, featured exclusive selections
from northern California-based Michael
David Winery. While trying five wines
from this 150-year-old winery, guests enjoyed five courses, which included:
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Chef Calum Hastreiter
• King Crab ravioli with charred
fennel, Belgioioso ricotta, chive and
blood orange beurre blanc, as well as
•A Vadouvan lamb chop with black
lentil dal, charred purple cauliflower,
pomegranate yogurt and preserved
lemon.
To learn more about upcoming
wine dinners, menu changes,
specialty dishes and the Milwaukee ChopHouse in general, visit
www.chophouse411.com/chophouse_location_MCH.asp, or find
Milwaukee ChopHouse on Facebook
and Twitter.
More information and the latest news
and updates from Marcus Restaurant
Group can be found at www.marcusrestaurants.com/.
About Marcus Restaurant Group
Milwaukee-based Marcus Restaurant Group, an operating unit of
Marcus Hotels & Resorts, develops
and operates distinctive nationwide
establishments ranging from casual and fine dining to trendy lounges
and creative concepts. From cuisine
and cocktails to ambiance and vibe,
each Marcus Restaurant Group
experience is carefully designed
to fuse with the local scene, offering the finest quality farm-to-table
products, wine and craft beverages
and inspired dishes that cater to every taste. Award-winning concepts
include Miller Time Pub & Grill,
ChopHouse, Mason Street Grill and
SafeHouse Restaurants. Frequent
diners are encouraged to partake
in the Marcus Rewards loyalty program at participating restaurants,
bars and lounges. For more information on Marcus Restaurant Group,
visit www.marcusrestaurants.com,
or follow the company on Facebook
and Twitter (@EatAtMarcus) for the
latest news and updates.

LOS ANGELES ANGELS OPEN 2018 MLB SEASON

WITH EXCITING MERCHANDISE AND CULINARY
ADDITIONS TO ANGEL STADIUM
•

Cubano Grilled Cheese - Slow roasted pork and

shaved artisan ham topped with sliced pickles, swiss
cheese, creamy mustard, served on toasted thick sliced
French loaf.
•

Location: Terrace Level Section 211

•

Smoke Ring Spud

•

Baked potato, chopped house smoked

pulled pork, shredded cheddar cheese, sour cream, green
onion, and fried onions.
•

Location: Smoke Ring BBQ Gate 1 on

Field Level
•

Shrimp Aguachile

•

Spicy lime marinated shrimp, cucumber,

onion, and tortilla chips.
The Los Angeles Angels today announced new merchandise and culinary

•

Location: Section 259 Casa Modelo

offerings for fans at Angel Stadium ahead of the 2018 home opener on

•

Hugo’s Empanadas

Monday, April 2, 2018. Legends Executive Chef Robert Biebrich and his team

•

House made empanadas with spiced

have sourced offerings to provide exciting new dining options throughout

ground beef and potato, flaky pastry crust alongside salsa

Angel Stadium.

chilena.

In addition to the new menus throughout the ballpark, the merchandise

260 Casa Modelo

•

selection has been upgraded with an expansion of the main Home Plate

•

Team Store on the Field Level, renovations to the Club Level Team Store,

•
•

NEW FLAVORS AT ANGEL STADIUM CONCESSION STANDS
•

Terrace

Level

Section

“The Mound”
A mound of freshly baked chocolate

chip cookies served in a souvenir Angels helmet.

and more.

•

Location:

Change Up Kitchen
Feeding off the success of last season, the Change-Up

Location: Coffee Bean Kiosk near Home

Plate Gate on Field Level
•

“Taste of The Stadium”

•

Unique concept pins are available at

Kitchen is inspired by Angels players and will offer unique rotational menus

each specialty concessions location. With the purchase

that change every month. The first menu for Opening Week is inspired

of each, fans will receive $5 off a $25 purchase at Angel

by Shohei Ohtani:
•

Japanese Pork Katsu – Deep-fried pork cutlet breaded

with panko breadcrumbs and served with steamed rice, Japanese brown
curry, and pickled cucumber.
•

Location: Terrace Level Section 226

•

La Rotisserie

•

Santa Maria-Style Steak Sandwich - A brand new prime

Stadium Team Store location. After collecting all nine, fans
will receive a special lanyard and team store pin.
•

Location: Throughout Angel Stadium.

ABOUT LOS ANGELES ANGELS
The Los Angeles Angels joined Major League Baseball
as an expansion team in 1961 and have since gone
on to win nine American League Western Division

beef seasoned steak sandwich in a Santa Maria style rub and slow roasted on

Championships, host three All-Star games and capture

our rotisserie. Served on a baguette and topped with garlic herb butter and

the 2002 World Series Championship. Over its 57-year

salsa roja.

history, the franchise also boasts four MVP’s, two Cy

•

Location: Field Level Section 113

Young winners, two Rookie of the Year winners, 37

•

New Corner Markets

Rawlings Gold Glove winners and 154 All-Stars. Visit

•

Grocery store style locations to purchase salads, snacks,

the Angels online at www.Angels.com, follow on Twitter

drinks, and more.
•

Location: Club Level Sections 305 and 342

•

Big Cheese

•

Meatball Grilled Cheese - Beef and pork meatballs

@Angels and like on Facebook at www.facebook.
com/Angels. For media information, visit www.
angelspressbox.com.

simmered in a house made marinara sauce and topped with provolone and
mozzarella cheeses, served on toasted thick sliced French loaf.
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The Spirit Of American
Optimism Honored
BY NEW BERINGER BROS.
BOURBON BARREL AGED WINES
Jacob & Frederick Beringer Ask For Your
Help On Living Wine Labels

More than 150 years ago the
Beringer brothers founded
a winery and distillery in
Napa Valley, bringing forth a
pioneering spirit and setting a
standard for innovation that
has helped Beringer become the
oldest continually operating
winery in Napa Valley.

Photo By. Photographer Name

To honor the founders, Beringer is
introducing Beringer Bros. Bourbon
Barrel Aged wines, including a
Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon
and Red Cuvee aged for 60 days
in charred American oak bourbon
barrels that impart a unique, richly
warm and bold flavor profile. The
wines are available nationally and
have a suggested retail price of
$17.99.
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It joins Living Wine Labels experiences for other
brands, including The Walking Dead Wines from
the Last Wine Company, Gentleman’s Collection, 19
Crimes and Chateau St. Jean. The new wines not only
feature a historic photo of the Beringer Brothers in
front of the old winery distillery sign, but are offered
in a traditional spirits shaped bottle using typography
and colors common to the late 1800’s, along with fifthgeneration winemaker Mark Beringer’s signature.
Cabernet Sauvignon

Cases also feature the photograph and the classic
double B logo used by Beringer since the winery’s

Mark Beringer, the great-great grandson of Jacob
Beringer, oversees winemaking for the new offerings,
bringing the family connection full circle. And while
honoring the past, the spirit of innovation continues
with the Living Wine Labels app, which brings Jacob and
Frederick to life, with a special request to consumers
for help in spreading the word about the new wines.

early years.

Download the Living Wine Labels app from the Apple
App Store or Google Play Store. Point the app at the
Beringer Brothers label, which depicts the brothers
standing in front of the old distillery with a team of
workers, and the augmented reality launches with the
brothers talking about their new venture and how to
get some attention for the winery. In the corner of the
screen is a camera shutter, and app users are asked
for help in taking a photograph. Click the shutter
and a photo is taken and appears on a newspaper
announcing the new Beringer winery.

Spirit of the Frontier Reborn.” An in-store sampling

Beringer Brothers is being introduced into this fastgrowing category with a full array of supporting
materials, including a mass barrel display and threecase wrap, case cards, shelf talkers, neckers, shelf
blades and floor stickers. All carry the theme “The
program will allow for trial as well as interaction with
the Living Wine Labels app.
See a video of the Living Wine Labels app in action at:
www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180220005154/e
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FOR MORE GREAT RECIPES VISIT WINDSETFARMS.COM
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CONCERTINO

™

MINI GRAPE TOMATO PANZANELLA SALAD
A fun take on a classic, our CONCERTINO™ Mini Grape Tomato Panzanella
Salad is a fresh recipe that is hearty enough to eat as a light supper or lunch.

INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 oz Concertino™ Mini Grape Tomatoes, cut in half
2 lbs multi-colored new potatoes, cooked until soft
1⁄2 cup Macedonian feta
1 cup radishes, sliced into coins
2 1⁄2 tbsp balsamic vinegar
5 tbsp olive oil
4 basil leaves, torn
2 tbsp parsley, chopped
salt
1 lb Dolce® Baby Bell Peppers, sliced
1 cup rice wine vinegar
1 cup honey

INSTRUCTIONS
Bring rice wine vinegar to a boil with honey and pour over sliced peppers.
Crush the new potatoes with your hand and lightly warm them in a pan with a little oil.
Place the potatoes, tomatoes, radishes and pickled peppers in a bowl with herbs, oil and
vinegar. Season with a big pinch of salt and a bit more vinegar if preferred.
Place in a bowl and sprinkle chunks of feta over the salad. Finish with chopped parsley,
torn basil, and a little more balsamic vinegar.
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AT MIDDLEBAR
VISIONARY MIXOLOGY
INFUSES FERMENTED
SPIRITS WITH AMBROISIAL
TASTE, AND A
HELPING OF
HEALTH ON THE SIDE

Two female mixologists in Inglewood, California are among
the first pioneers to pave the way inan emerging libations
category. The talented team behind MiddleBar, a soon-to
be iconic brand, have succeeded indeveloping an innovative process that enhances fermented (non-distilled) spirits
naturally by infusing a cornucopia of fresh herbs, fruits and
botanicals, to create deeper, more complex flavor profiles.
The MB duo has designed a menu of wildly unique cocktail
concoctions that are so delicious, no one notices the alcohol
content is slightly less than traditional mixed drinks.
The original claim to fame for seasoned mixologists Corrie
Scully and Renie Schoenkerman, was their award-winning
Bloody Mary recipe, appropriately dubbed MiddleBar Mary.
Next, they introduced an exclusive collection of Farm Fresh
Mocktails, as well as a line of Cocktail Accoutrement.
Then in December 2017, MiddleBar expanded into the
restaurant arena with the opening of its inaugural Dinner
Parlour & Bruncherie. The burgeoning Inglewood Market
Street location was chosen for its strong community, which
MiddleBar is “infusing” with its hip, cultured vibe.
Scully and Schoenkerman’s conceptual cocktails are now
paired with a harmonious mix of farm-to table dining and
musical entertainment, set amidst an intimate atmosphere
that pays homage to MBs southern roots. The MiddleBar
mixology brand now encompasses a restaurant, performance
venue and bar, one with drink offerings of the highest caliber
even without hard liquor, and you won’t this find anywhere
else.
MiddleBars new custom infused ensemble of fermented
cocktails have received five star reviews, and not once has
anyone mentioned the lower alcohol by volume—24% compared to 35% and above for most liquors. But they certainly
enjoy the lower price points
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Corrie

SCULLY

Recently, a few brave companies began selling fermented spirits,
which maintain the signature “tails” or bits of individual flavor
inherent in each. However, fermented spirits aren’t always pleasing
to the palate on their own. Like many base ingredients, they may
start off flat, but MiddleBar’s cocktailing craft transforms them
into an elegant, medley of delectable flavors. MB’s new cart du jour
natural fermented cocktails includes house gin and vodka infused
with a potpourri of herbs and botanicals, making their Martinis and
MiddleBar Mule a carnival of taste.

MiddleBar’s spiced rum features an especially interesting
ingredient—Coffee. Silverback Coffee of Rwanda is MB’s brand
of choice, not only because it’s a superior product, but it also
benefits Rwanda’s people, wildlife, arts and culture. Their beer
and wine license extends to include a smorgasbord of delightful beverages, such as the MB Aperol Spritz, Dirty Herb
Martini, and a Basil Grapefruit Sunrise. A 32oz bottle of the
acclaimed MiddleBar Mary can be purchased for $12 at the
eatery, as well as MB’s branded line of Pickled and Cocktail
Accoutrements, which run the gamut from Lagniappe Beans to
Bourbon Poached Cherries.
Scully says, “MiddleBar offerings go beyond a standard full
bar, but the key difference is our emphasis on meaningful
Socializing rather than getting sloshed. It’s rare to find anyone
else whose doing what we are doing, and near impossible to
duplicate the way that we’re doing it.”

Renie
And the vanilla bean infused bourbon is simply outstanding in the
New Fashioned and New Amsterdam. Schoenkerman says, “We’re
looking into aging our bourbon in barrels. Adjusting levels of char
on the wood is fun to play with. One day, we might even bottle our
own brand.” The MB Blackberry Basil Sunrise incorporates a tequila
fermented from the very same plants as the distilled version, lending
ita similarly robust taste. The celebrated MiddleBar Mary rises to an
even higher level in their signature MB Bloody Maria.

For over 10 years years, Scully and Schoenkerman have been
united by their mutual love of cooking, entertaining, music
and collaborative mixology. Scully brings her New Orleans
background and culinary expertise to the MiddleBar table,
while Schoenkerman is a scientist hailing from long line of
scientists. Her profession as a therapist has played an important role in MiddleBar’s overarching philosophy.
Schoenkerman says, “There’s strong data to support the valuable health benefits and increased well-being of simply gathering with friends or loved ones to share quality time, while
enjoying earth’s abundant blessings. That’s what MiddleBar is
all about.”
ABOUT MIDDLEBAR
Founded in December 2017 by Corrie Scully and Renie Schoenkerman, MiddleBar is Inglewood’s unique new Dinner Parlour and
Bruncherie, featuring farm-to-table menu, original Farm Fresh cocktails, mocktails and MB’s award-winning MiddleBar Mary. Evolved
from a love of music, cooking, cocktail creation and hospitality, dining at MiddleBar is a flavorful experience in a harmonious atmosphere. Come gather with loved ones and share delicious memories at
MiddleBar. 129 N Market Street, Inglewood, CA 90301 / 323-454-7577
/ www.middlebar.com.
W W W. FO O D BEVMAG .CO M
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ORGANIC SUPPLY
CHAIN I & II
OPPORTUNITIES AND
CHALLENGES
Educational Sessions at OPS 2018 Announced”

The complexities of supply chain management for fresh organic produce
comes as no surprise to those involved in the day-to day production, sales and
distribution within the multi-billion-dollar industry. The Organic Produce
Summit 2018 will host two educational breakout sessions delving into the
various opportunities and challenges throughout the organic supply chain,
featuring industry leaders from major components of the supply chain.
The first session, “The Organic Supply Chain I – Opportunities and Challenges”
will feature panelists: Rod Braga, President and CEO of Braga Fresh Family
Farms; Will Feliz, CEO of Wawona Packing Company and Roger Pepperl,
Marketing Director for Stemilt. Jan DeLyser, Vice President of Marketing for the
California Avocado Commission will serve as moderator for the session, which
will explore the challenges and opportunities for those on the growing side of
organic fresh produce. The topics to be discussed include: land use, labor and
immigration, organic inputs, production and harvesting, as well as technology
and automation.
The second session, “The Organic Supply Chain II – Opportunities and
Challenges” will feature panelists: Ken Reagan, Vice President of Sales and
Marketing for State Garden/Olivia’s Organics; Michael Castagnetto, Vice
President of Global Sourcing for Robinson Fresh; and Rodney Bonds, Vice
President of Supply Chain for Sprouts Markets. Jeff Jackson, Chief Marketing
Officer for Tanimura & Antle will moderate the session, exploring post-harvest
related issues of organic produce from transport to receiving. Discussion
topics will include: food safety, audits, certification, processing and repacking,
cold chain management and inventory, as well as rules and protocols.
“OPS attendees will have the opportunity to learn from six leaders within
the organic produce industry,” said Susan Canales, President of the Organic
Produce Summit. “Each speaker represents a company that has found
success with their supply chain management and their insights will be benefit
those actively involved in the supply chain, as well as those seeking a greater
understanding of the challenges and opportunities of providing organic fresh
produce 24/7/365.”
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In addition to “The Organic Supply Chain I & II – Opportunities and
Challenges,” OPS 2018 will also be presenting the following educational
sessions:
“Deep Dive - Organic Sales Analysis and the Why Behind the Buy,” providing a
data dive into sales, trends and analysis of organic fresh produce.
“Organics and the Media – New Landscape of Information” will focus on
coverage for organic produce, what the media is seeking and ways the
industry can effectively communicate the benefits of organics to consumers.
“E-Grocery and the Future of Organic Fresh Produce at Retail” will provide an
overview of the burgeoning e-grocery business, featuring leaders from three
of the most progressive direct-to-consumer companies – Peapod, Instacart,
and Sun Basket.
“Organic Ingredients – Creating New Opportunities in the Produce
Department” will explore innovation, merchandising and new global organic
fresh produce ingredient supply chains.

About OPS:
The Organic Produce Summit was started in 2016 as a live event bringing
together growers, shippers and processors of organic fresh produce and
retail buying organizations across North America. The Organic Produce
Summit is held every July in Monterey, CA
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Rasperry Cocktail Cocktail mixes do the work of ma34 king complicated cocktails easier since they have
many ingredients pre-mixed in it. Further, we will
discuss more about creating perfect cocktails as
well as Raspberry Cocktail Mixes.
Summer Cocktails The recipes for these four clas35 sic cocktails. We’re sharing them with you. When
most people host summer parties, they usually have
the basic alcoholic beverages, like beer and wine,
but rarely do you see a host offer a selection of really
Walk On Bistreaux & Bar is bringing its fresh
38 Louisiana cuisine to the Huebner Oaks Center on
Monday, April 2. The new restaurant, located at
11075 IH 10 W., will open its doors at 11 a.m. on
Monday. But consider arriving early because the
first 25 customers will receive a mini football autographed by New Orleans Saints superstar and
Walk-On’s Co-Owner Drew Brees!
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BEYOND the LOBBY
F&B Magazine column spotlighting what goes on beyond
the lobby of major hotels across the country and abroad.
Restaurants, bars, lounges, shows and staff promotions.
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Wines From The USA

The second of six educational sessions
to be held at the Organic Produce Summit 2018 will provide a data
dive into sales, trends and analysis of organic fresh produce, while
examining consumer behavior and attitudes of the multi-billion-dollar category.

Milwaukee Chophouse

Marcus Restaurant Group, announced today that Calum Hastreiter has been promoted from culinary
supervisor to chef de cuisine. In his new role, Hastreiter will oversee
daily operations of the Milwaukee ChopHouse,

Middlebar Two female mixologists in Inglewood, California are
among the first pioneers to pave the way inan emerging libations
category. The talented team behind MiddleBar, a soon-to be iconic
brand, have succeeded indeveloping an innovative process that enhances fermented (non-distilled) spirits naturally by infusing a cornucopia of fresh herbs, fruits and botanicals, to create deeper, more
complex flavor profiles.

CHEF Promotions

Cali’flour foods would like to encourage
everybody to embark on this root-tostem endeavor and have a little fun in
the kitchen getting creative. You never
know what kind of health boosting foods
you may have been throwing away all

12

this time could do for your body and

EXECUTIVE CHEF

CH E F M AT TH E W

your wallet.

The Beverly Hilton today
announced the appointment of
Chef Matthew Morgan as Executive
Chef. In his new role, Morgan will
oversee the menus and operations
for the hotel’s many high-profile
events and galas, including the
Golden Globe Awards Show, Oscar
Nominee Luncheon, Pre-Grammy
Gala and the Milken Institute’s
Global Conference.
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INTRODUCING CONCERTINO™ MINI GRAPE TOMATOES!
Tiny in size and incredibly addictive, our new mini grape tomatoes
are packed with extra fl avor and nutrients, making them snack approved
for both kids and adults! Perfect in salads, oven-roasted, or on their own

Behind the restaurant is restaurateur Emanuele
Romani and Italian soccer legend Alessandro del
Piero. The high quality, genuine menu has been
created by blending the gastronomic passions of
our chefs. Bringing you their favorite regional
dishes from Italy and combining their American
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GREEN DRINK COCKTAILS
USING NATURAL REMEDIES

In the past years, green powder drinks have
become popular. These contain the green

By Rudy Silva

powder of the healthiest plants in the world.

Green drink cocktails are now becoming popular anywhere especially
among health fanatics. The hype that goes along the well publicized benefits
of green tea is one of the many factors for the popularity of green drinks.
Green drink cocktails are made up of powdered green plants, vegetables
and other herbs that work together to compensate the lack of nutritional
values that are in our diets. It has been touted to provide many health
benefits especially if regularly incorporated in daily diet.
There are many different kinds of green drinks to choose. Green drink
cocktails are generally composed of different types of vegetables, herbal
and whole grasses as well as nutritive grains. These and other essential
herbs are concocted to produce only the best and the most nutritive value
that a human body demands.
Green drink cocktails often come in powder form. Green drinks are also
now popularly taken in capsules which are purposely manufactured for
people with active lifestyle.
These drinks are touted to provide many health benefits which are one of
the many reasons it is now gaining popularity. Many components of green
drink cocktails are said to be effective in lowering bad cholesterol level,
improving digestion and strengthen the immune system.
These drinks also contain essential grasses and herbs which are
carcinogens. Other components of these drinks also help in stabilizing
blood pressure and improving mental acuity.
The idea of making green drinks must have come from the health benefits
that green tea is known for. Green tea is said to be a good anti-oxidant with
the caffeine it contains.
This is why more and more drinks are now claiming to have green tea in
them have hit the market, especially for health conscious individuals. This
also leads to the fame that green drinks are now enjoying in many parts of
the globe.
Now that these drinks are becoming famous, you can easily find many
different kinds. Aside from powered sachets and capsule some green drink
cocktails are now incorporated other beverages and snack foods. This
enables health conscious individuals to gulp their favorite drinks with gusto
minus the guilt of taking the hazards that goes along with other alcoholic
beverages.
The most common and sellable form of these drinks in the market are
those in capsule. These are big hit among young professionals who are
always on the go and are health fanatics.
You need not have to spend too much on these drinks. There are many
affordable products of this kind that are readily available in the market
today. Aside from capsules and instant mixes , you can also choose to
make your own at home. You simply have to purchase those powdered
variety and mix it with distilled water for maximum benefits.
However you wish to take these drinks will not really affect the health
benefits you will get from it. Whether you shall take the capsule or the
power mix you are still assured of getting the benefits you wish to get from
these drinks.
The bottom line is to ensure getting only the genuine products from
reputable manufacturers. This should be your utmost concern in choosing
the right green drink cocktails.

By drinking these powders, you get the
nutritional value of these plants. Read on
to discover why you should use these green
drink cocktails.
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F&B MAGAZINE COLUMN SPOTLIGHTING WHAT GOES ON BEYOND THE LOBBY OF
MAJOR HOTELS ACROSS THE COUNTRY AND ABROAD. RESTAURANTS, BARS, LOUNGES,
SHOWS AND STAFF PROMOTIONS

B E Y O N D
T H E
L O B B Y

Donshe Usher
Editorial Directorr

Jeff Gillick
Director of Sales and Marketing

Steven Weaver
Director of Food & Beverage

BOBBY HOTEL APPOINTS NEW
TEAM LEADERSHIP

Bobby Hotel, opening in Nashville’s Printer’s Alley this May, announces the appointments of hospitality
veteran Jeff Gillick as Director of Sales and Marketing and restaurant expert Steven Weaver as Director of Food
& Beverage. Gillick will orchestrate strategic marketing of the hotel and its unique attributes like the rooftop
lounge, while driving strong sales with the focus on leisure and small group. With two decades of hospitality
experience, Gillick most recently honed this role at The Langham Huntington in Pasadena, an iconic California
landmark hotel and social centerpiece. His CV is star- studded with Santa Barbara’s Bacara Resort and Spa and
San Diego’s rebranded Kona Kai Resort & Marina.
Equally established, Weaver has deep roots in the culinary industry, having worked in management and
operations for over twenty years in restaurants outside the hotel realm. He earned his GM chops at Sullivan’s
Steakhouse in Houston, the same city where he debuted Velvet Taco, the rule-breaking urban taco concept. An
asset to the Bobby team, Weaver will oversee culinary operations and programming, financial management,
human resources, operations initiatives, marketing, quality, service and control. Gillick earned a BA in Hotel
Administration at University of Nevada Las Vegas. Weaver graduated from the University of WisconsinMadison with a BA in International Relations.
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ABOUT BOBBY HOTEL
Opening May 2018 as an immersion into Nashville’s creative community, the 144-room hotel celebrates country
life with urban appeal—from the rooftop lounge complete with a vintage tour bus to Bobby’s Garage, evoking
Printers Alley trademark grit. Centrally located just steps from Nashville’s main music and cultural artery, the
nine-story property is a refuge for artistic freedom. There’s impromptu live sets, moonlit cocktails on the rooftop
and biscuit breakfast with bedside journals. Bobby’s Tavern features locally sourced, globally tinged fare while
an alfresco café serves local brew with a side of street scene.
ABOUT CASTLEROCK ASSET MANAGEMENT
Castlerock Asset Management is a premier real estate development and asset management firm specializing
in unique-and-distinctive commercial properties designed to enhance and enrich the communities they
serve. Headquartered in the heart of Nashville’s bustling Downtown, Castlerock brings a highly creative and
sophisticated dynamic to one of the nation’s fastest-growing cities, honoring the region’s rich history while
breaking exciting new ground. Inspired by the city’s creative energy and warm, welcoming vibe, Castlerock
was formed with the mission of bringing a new level of elegance and bold, contemporary design to Nashville’s
vibrant hospitality scene.

The Beverly Hilton
Announces New
Executive Chef Matthew
The Beverly Hilton today
announced the appointment
of Chef Matthew Morgan
as Executive Chef. In his
new role, Morgan will
oversee the menus and
operations for the hotel’s
many high-profile events
and galas, including the
Golden Globe Awards Show,
Oscar Nominee Luncheon,
Pre-Grammy Gala and the
Milken Institute’s Global
Conference.
Additionally,
he will be responsible for
the menus and staff of
signature restaurant, CIRCA
55, banquet operations and in-room dining.
“Chef Morgan was a natural selection as our new Executive Chef,”
said Sandy Murphy, general manager for The Beverly Hilton. “With
his foundation in fine technique, energetic leadership style and
passion for working closely with the best farms and artisans, we
are confident that his menus will please all of our guests, from
A-list celebrities, to the surrounding Beverly Hills community, to
travelers from around the world.” Morgan bases his menus around
fresh local ingredients, drawing his inspiration from the farmer’s
market, his own garden at home and local farms, and this will be
reflected in the food he creates for The Beverly Hilton’s special
events and holiday menus. As he plans out each menu, he works
closely with purveyors to determine what is currently in season, in
order to provide a better quality of flavor and smaller eco-footprint.
Morgan works directly with the local family-run Scarborough Farms
to source much of his produce, and has designed a custom blend
of mixed greens grown specifically for The Beverly Hilton. An added
benefit that fuels his drive to work closely with local farms is the
flexibility of ensuring large enough quantities of special ingredients
for events like the Golden Globe Awards, where the hotel feeds up
to 1,300 guests.

“As Executive Chef, I’m looking forward to further
enhancing the culinary offerings at The Beverly Hilton
and creating event menus that are fresh, healthy and
local,” said Morgan. “We have an incredibly talented and
hard-working culinary team and I’m confident we will
continue to impress throughout 2018 and beyond.”
Before taking the helm as Executive Chef, Morgan
worked as The Beverly Hilton’s Executive Sous Chef,
running all of the hotel’s banquet events. Prior to joining
The Beverly Hilton, where he has served in various roles
for about five and a half years, Morgan worked as a chef
for The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company for six years. Most
recently, he worked at the Ritz Carlton in Marina del Rey,
Calif. and before that, he worked at the Ritz Carlton in
Phoenix, AZ. At home, Morgan enjoys spending time
manning the grill in his backyard, and he plans to bring
some of that love for barbequing to the hotel, with
poolside grilling for Father’s Day and other holidays.
For more information about The Beverly Hilton, please
visit www.beverlyhilton.com or call (310) 274-7777.
ABOUT THE BEVERLY HILTON
Opened in 1955 by distinguished hotelier Conrad Hilton,
The Beverly Hilton, a Forbes Four-Star hotel, is owned
by the Los Angeles-based, Oasis West Realty, LLC and
managed by Hilton Worldwide (NYSE: HLT). Nestled at
the crossroads of the iconic Wilshire and Santa Monica
Boulevards, the hotel combines the excitement and
entertainment of Hollywood with the prestige of Beverly
Hills. The 569-room hotel features 101 suites including
nine private luxury suites within The Penthouse
Collection. With more than 60,000 square feet of
indoor and open-air event space, The Beverly Hilton
boasts the most technologically advanced meeting
space of its kind in the country. The hotel’s renowned
International Ballroom plays host to glamorous annual
events including the Golden Globe Awards Show,
Oscar Nominee Luncheon, Pre-GRAMMYs Gala, and
the Milken Institute’s Global Conference. The legendary
Aqua Star Pool is Beverly Hills’ largest pool and is the
setting for numerous recognizable photo shoots. Circa
55 restaurant entices guests with locally-sourced cuisine
in a stylish setting overlooking the pool. For more
information, please visit www.beverlyhilton.com or call
310.274.7777.
W W W. FO O D BEVMAG .CO M
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BE LV E D E R E VOD KA D EBUT S
E X CE P T I O NA L N EW EX P R ES S I ON,
G I N GER Z ES T
NEWEST MACERATION FEATURES AN ARTFUL BLEND OF REAL
GINGER WITH A TOUCH OF NATURAL CITRUS

Belvedere Vodka, the world’s
original luxury vodka, introduces
the newest innovation in its
award-winning portfolio: Ginger
Zest. On shelves starting April
2018, Belvedere Ginger Zest is a
refreshing blend of tangy ginger
and juicy spring lemons with a
touch of grapefruit, creating a
unique flavor profile perfect for a
variety of cocktails.

B

elvedere’s distinctive, time intensive maceration process ensures its
Dankowskie Gold rye vodka is imbued with real spices and fruit, reinforcing its
100% natural, no sugar added and non-GMO
Polish Rye philosophy. Ginger Zest is created
by extracting fragrant oils from pure ginger,
spring lemons and grapefruit that have been
immersed in - Belvedere Vodka. The result
is a delicious, smooth liquid of uncompromising quality and character, infused with notes of ginger spice and balanced with zesty
citrus.

Wellness expert and chef, Candice Kumai, embracing the roots inherited
from her Polish father, is partnering with Belvedere Vodka to create flavorful
and health-conscious recipes that complement signature Belvedere Ginger
Zest cocktails. Kumai will execute several media and consumer facing
events, as well as appear in a series of digital videos, to showcase the
maceration and demonstrate the flavor profile ginger and lemon produce
when they come together.
“We recognized a distinctive opportunity to get ahead of the ginger trend
with Belvedere Ginger Zest,” explains Rodney Williams, President and
CEO, Belvedere Vodka. “Despite the rapidly growing trend in gingerflavored beverages, there are very few ginger-flavored vodkas in the
marketplace so we set out to make one that has exceeded our expectations
and our incredibly high standards.”
Belvedere Ginger Zest is available in 750mL/$29.99 USD, 1L/$38.99 USD
and 1.75L/$49.99 USD at select U.S. retailers.
TASTING NOTES
Nose: Aromatic and warming on the nose with a hint of citrus, with notes of
sweet spice, ginger and gingerbread.
Palate: Soft, sweet and warming with a velvety texture and refreshing citrus
lift, tempered by hints of warming fresh ginger and lemon zest. Medium
bodied with a good balance of acidity and spice.
Finish: Sustained notes of grated ginger, with a persistent sweet spice warmth
and soft cream and vanilla back palate.

Belvedere Vodka’s Ginger Zest keeps the portfolio
on the cutting edge. “In developing a new maceration, we wanted to capitalize on cocktail trends
and flavors that offered range and versatility,” remarks Matt Pomeroy, Global Director of Education at Belvedere Vodka. “In Polish history, there
are roots in warming vodka with spices. Blending
an exotic spice, like ginger, with the approachable
flavors of grapefruit and lemon makes for a refreshing, beautifully-balanced drinking experience.”
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POLISH MULE
2oz Belve dere Ginger Zest
.5 oz Lime Juic e
.25 oz Simple Syrup
5oz Ginger Be er
3-4 Dashes of Angostura
B itters
Whip, shake, dump and
top with s o da. Garnish
with lime whe el.

GINGER ZEST SPRITZ
1 oz Belve dere Ginger Zest
.75oz Lime Juic e
.5 oz Honey Syrup
4 oz So da Water
Build in spritz glass.
Garnish with ginger
and lime slic es.

ABOUT BELVEDERE VODKA
Rye, Water, Character
Belvedere Vodka is produced in the world’s longest continuously operating Polish distillery that has been
making vodka since 1910. Belvedere was the first to generate a new standard of excellence by establishing
the luxury vodka category. Today, Belvedere’s distinctive taste and uncompromising integrity are recognized
internationally by discriminating vodka enthusiasts who appreciate its dynamic and complex character.
Crafted using only superior grade Polish Dankowskie Rye and water from its own local pristine source,
Belvedere is all natural and contains zero additives, in accordance with the legal requirements of Polska
Vodka. Its taste profile is structured, elegant and balanced, with a subtle sweetness, rich mouthfeel and
smooth, clean finish. For more information visit https://www.belvederevodka.com
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THIS LITTLE
CHEF
LOVES TO
USE OUR
CRUSTS

And His Mom Loves The Versatility And Healthy Veggies The Whole Head Is Giving To Her
Little Guy”.
Luckily” there is a plethora of initiatives battling this issue right here in our country
Out of all the fads that come and go with the food industry¨ waste reduction is by far
one of the most beneficial ones. The conflict against waste comes in many forms¨ from
recycling to nose-to-tail utilization. But in the vegetable world¨ it’s called root-to-stem
The reference is ambiguous since you can’t eat every root and there’s more to the
plant above the ground than just the stem (ahem¨ the flower) but that’s not the point
The idea is to eat as much of the plant as possible. For
most plants¨ if not all¨ every part of the plant is not only
edible but nutritious. Cali’flour Foods has embraced
this concept¨ utilizing the entire head of cauliflower in
every crust This means stems¨ leaves¨ and the flower
itself Every nutritious morsel is included¨ to give the
product a unique and delicious taste. This not only
expands the nutritional profile¨ but it reduces the waste
to next-to-nothing.

Did you know that the average
American trashes about 25% of the
food they purchase? When you live
in a country that consumes more
resources than just about any other
country, “that’s a considerable
amount of waste.
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So next time you find a little green speck in your pizza crust¨ rest assured it was put there
intentionally. In fact¨ Cali’flour foods would like to encourage everybody to embark on this
root-to-stem endeavor and have a little fun in the kitchen getting creative. You never know
what kind of health boosting foods you may have been throwing away all this time could do
for your body and your wallet.

THE ORIGINAL
CAULIFLOWER pizza crusts
W W W. FO O D BEVMAG .CO M
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Talking Wine with

LEAH PRITCHETT

KEENAN

Talking Rain Beverage Company® Announces Sparkling Ice® Sponsorship of NHRA Top Fuel Dragster
Captained by Leah Pritchetts.
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But here’s the thing, putting your name on a bottle, even
owning a vineyard, does NOT make you a winemaker. It just
makes you an owner.
When Michael Politz, Publisher of Food & Beverage
Magazine asked me who I would want to interview for an
article on celebrity wine and spirit brands, I told him there
was only ONE person I would even consider interviewing
and writing a feature about. The only celebrity that I am
aware of that not only has his own wines, owns his own
winery, but in fact, lives full time there, works the vineyards,
and is responsible for every single aspect of the finished
product, Maynard James Keenen, the lead singer of Tool, A
Perfect Circle and Pusifer.
After a few emails back and forth with Monica the amazing
PR person, I was off for what I thought was going to be a
quick 30-minute interview after an in-store Wine Tasting in
Hollywood.
Well, readers what ended up happening was so much more
than that. I hope you enjoy the story I am about to share
with you, as much as I enjoyed an incredible experience of
talking to a true artist and perfectionist when it comes to his
wines. (OK, OBVIOUSLY, yes it also applies to his music
too).
Now, if you have gotten this far, and are waiting for a top
secret tip on the upcoming Tool album, keep reading! I’ve
cleverly hidden it in the body of the story.

By Eddie Rivkin
For quite a few years now, it has become
hip and trendy for celebrities to have their
own Wine and/or Spirit brands. The list
of celebrity owners runs the gamut from
legitimate A list celebs, all the way down to
Reality TV stars. (I guess they are sort of
famous?) It really doesn’t take much more
than a little fame, and maybe a little bit
of money, and you too can have your very
own wine or spirit. Hell, if you have REAL
MONEY you can buy yourself a vineyard!
W W W. FO O D BEVMAG .CO M
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If it wouldn’t have been for one asshole standing in the rain outside the front door
looking to get his merch signed as we were leaving for dinner, it may very well have
been the perfect tasting (so far)!
MJK: That’s the result of 10
or 11 years of bringing them
along with A Perfect Circle and
Pusifer, educating them on how
to behave! In the beginning it
was all groupies. And (very)
slowly it has evolved to what
you saw tonight.

Now onto my conversation with Maynard James Keenan about
Wine, and yes, a little music too.

Wait!!! Did I just bury the
lead to this whole story?
It appears I did.
Instead of a quick 30-minute
interview and back on my flight
to Vegas at 9:30, Maynard
and his manager graciously
invited me to dinner to do
our interview. And oh what a
dinner it was! I’m torn, should
I share with you the amazing
restaurant where we had
dinner? Oh well, fuck it. Let me
just say that Marino on Melrose
was absolutely sensational!
Just trust me on this. I’m not
going to write a restaurant
review unless Food & Beverage
Magazine sends me back!
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ER: It seems like quite a leap from Rockstar to
Winmaker?
MJK: I had never really been out of the country.
All of the sudden I’m in a band and I’m out of
the country, seeing parts of Italy, and part of my
family is from Italy so it really kind of resonated
with me. It seemed almost familiar to me and
I wasn’t sure why. I saw incredible wineries in
Italy. Then it kind of dawned on me. I want to live
in an area like that. I was slipping into a black
hole in LA in a bad way. I felt like I had to get out
of town, I had to reconnect in some way and be
away from LA.
ER: So you bailed on LA, how did you get to
Jerome?
MJK: Tim Alexander, drummer from Primus is
from Phoenix. He played in a bar band up north
in Jerome. They played some originals and some
covers and just traveled the state jamming. Then
he got a call to go to the bay area for an audition
for Primus. I met him on Lollapalooza 93 and
we really hit it off. I mentioned this really weird
dream I had about living in Arizona. He said, “I
should show you this town.” Within 24 hours
of seeing Jerome I opened a P.O. Box, changed
my license, everything. I had no idea I would be
making wine at the time, but I knew I needed to
be there, NOT in LA.
ER: You’ve now disengaged from LA, are living
in Jerome, how do you get to making wine?
MJK: I can give you the 20/20 hindsight version,
or I can tell you where I was standing thinking
this was a good idea. But having traveled the
world. Seeing some of these regions, seeing the
Blue Agave, seeing the Mesquite trees, seeing
Fig trees growing, I remember seeing this in
southern Rome. The soil in Jerome looks the
same, the weather feels the same, maybe a little
drier. Then this weird little revelation happened,
a little piece of land across the street is for sale.
I’m buying up the land around me and I finally
had a paycheck. Up to that point, we’re talking
about 1995, 1996, 1997, Tool started in 1991. In
1996 I had two platinum albums under my belt
and an EP about to go platinum, and I was still
living on 500 bucks a month. The rent was paid,
the utilities were paid, but I didn’t have a lot of
money.

I had a credit card with 500 bucks a month. And
then you get to 1996/1997 and all the sudden
there is money. In 1998 it’s like oh shit, there’s
a lot of money. I’ve never even had this kind of
money. What the fuck am I going to do. Then
my account goes don’t get ahead of yourself,
you are going to have to give half of that to
the government. And I’m like there has got to
be SOMETHING I can do to put this money
to work instead of just handing it off and it
wasting away. They had no solutions for me,
after all that’s the age-old question, how do you
do that. How do you have your money make
you more money My hippie neighbor, who has
a rope belt and no shoes, and who does insane
metal work for me goes, “well you just bought
the piece of land next to me. You like wine,
right? Why don’t you put in a vineyard? For an
investment.” So, I’m calling my accountants,
like my fuckin my hippie neighbor with a rope
belt and no shoes has a suggestion and you
guys don’t have a suggestion? But rather than
diving into vineyards, I put in an orchard. And
now its producing insane figs, apricots, plums,
pomegranates, and almonds. And about that
same time, I had that revelation about wine. I
LOVE WINE. So just watching how the apricots
and everything was working on that lot and
getting more and more into wine, learning more
about wine and I had that Wine moment when
you go OH SHIT! I had a 1990 Soldera Reserve
and a few others at this fancy hoopla dinner in
New Jersey. And I said “I’ve got the orchard
going, I’m want to do this. This is amazing. I am
going to make wine”

W W W. FO O D BEVMAG .CO M
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ER: When did this happen?

MJK:: 2001, 2002.

ER: Is it fair for me to say this is your absolute passion
project? That being a winemaker is really what you

ER: So you committed around 2001 or 2002, when

want to be?

were the first bottles produced?

MJK: Yes.

MJK: 2004 were California Wines. I sourced fruit

ER: The three bands will go until you don’t want to

from California for the first three or four years. My

do it anymore…

first actual Arizona fruit was 2007.
ER: And now it’s a combination of fruits?

MJK:: No, since 2007 it’s all Arizona fruit. I still have

MJK: If I don’t have a voice and I can no longer sing
then there will be no more bands. As long as I can
sing, there will be bands.

some lingering bottles in the cellar with some New

ER: And as long as you can stand, there will be wine?

Mexico fruit, but everything is 100% from Arizona.

MJK: ABSOLUTELY!

ER: How much total land do you have now?

ER: Switching gears for a minute. We are about the

MJK: I have 110 total acres, 40 in the north, 70 in

same age, both served in the military, what did you

the south.

get from your time in the Army?

ER: How many cases do you produce annually?

MJK: The Army, as an only child, taught me how to

MJK: It fluctuates a little. Last year we did about

get along with people I wasn’t sure I was going to like.

6000 maybe 7000. I’d say we average between 6000-

It taught me racism and it also taught me not racism.

9000 cases a year.

I taught me that it doesn’t matter who they are, there

ER: Since you have all the land around you already,
what do you think the most cases you will be able to
produce in a year is?
MJK: Well I just bought a lot more land, so I can
actually expand. But what I am doing is dropping
more fruit, concentrating things more, taking the nod

is this thing we have to get done, and can you do it?
Are you capable of doing it? I know on the street we’d
never speak to each other, but fuck all that, are you
here to help me get this thing done?
ER: Ok back to wine. What is your newest or next
release going to be?

from some of the finest wineries in the world. That

MJK: In a couple of weeks we are releasing 2015

way I bring it down to reasonable amounts of fruit, so

Nagual del Judith Nebbiolo

the concentration is there. We don’t cut any corners,
it works well with our weather. I can actually pick
before the monsoons annihilate us. All these things
fall hand in hand. What I am doing is developing those
two brands, Caduceus Cellars and Merkin. Merkin
is the one that I am kind of developing someday for
my retirement plan. We have a Pizza Truck that is
Merkin, a Gelato truck that is Merkin. I am doing a
branding thing with Merkin in general. Merkin will
be something that if someone comes along and sees
the vision and wants to take it global, I will say yes.
Caduceus will ALWAYS be my baby. What will happen
with Caduceus is that if I sell Merkin some day in ten
years, that space will get taken up by Caduceus. I’ll
plant more fruit for Caduceus. Right now I’m pretty
much tapped out at 10,000 cases I think, and that is
using every single inch and corner of my land.
ER: With that kind of limit, aren’t you a bit hamstrung
as far as financial growth as well?
MJK: Yes, but we are ok with it. I’ve got the music,
financially we are fine.
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ER: OK, last question, I have to catch my flight at
9:30. It’s been 14 years since you started in on this,
where do you see yourself in 14 years?
MJK: 14 years from now I see me not necessarily
pulling out vines and replanting, but if I have expanded
anything on the vineyards, I see me narrowing it
down to 2 or 3 varietals that are going to do best and
best express this area. I will still continue to do the
crazy stuff that is all over the map because our wine
club loves it. But I have a feeling that we’ll be able to
really truly look back now and see in hindsight what
I have done the last 14 years, that will help me know
where this is going for the next 140 years.
ER: Thank you very much for the incredible dinner
and sharing your journey with me.

My final thoughts:
That 30-minute interview turned into
an amazing 8 course dinner, complete with
a full selection of wines from
Caduceus & Merkin that lasted 3 hours!
I missed a flight for the first time in my life.
In all my years of writing about anything
and anyone I wanted, I had the absolute best
experience of my writing adventures, having
an all over the map conversation with
Maynard James Keenan.
I wish I could share with you a lot of the
other things we chatted about, but maybe
another time. There is so much more story to

Oh, and I scored an invite to see Maynard in his other job, as a musician in a few weeks
when A Perfect Circle stops in Las Vegas. Yep today was a good day! I almost forgot
Looking squarely at the prospect of spending
about that top-secret tip regarding the new Tool album! Sorry, I got nothing. You should
the night in LAX, I demanded my Lyft driver have known better than to think that was going to happen! LOL Hope you enjoyed the
race to get me to the airport.
article.
That day must really have been my lucky
For the best experience with Caduceus and Merkin, take a trip to Jerome Arizona and
tell.

day. I got the last seat on the Stripper

Express Southwest Airlines flight back to
Vegas!

visit the Tasting Rooms and Osteria.You never know who you just might run into.
If you can’t make it to Jerome, please visit https://caduceus.org/ and join their wine
club.
W W W. FO O D BEVMAG .CO M
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FRONT OF THE HOUSE®
Sip Stylishly with Glassware and
Drinkwise® Unbreakable Drinkware by
Front of the House®
The creation of a perfect cocktail begins with the glass
Drinkwise®, a revolutionary generation of barware, is made of BPA-Free cups, pitchers, and carafes that
are safe and stronger than any commercial drinkware in the food and beverage Industry. Drinkwise® has
glass-like clarity, is crack and craze proof, impact and shatter resistant, and heat resistant up to 248°F.
Front of the House® Glassware collections have universal appeal, and are available in a variety of styles,
shapes, and sizes.
Budget-friendly and trend-forward Front of the House® drinkware makes a big impression with a small
budget. Sip stylishly Drinkwise® and Glassware drinkware by Front of the House® provides superior high
volume bar restaurant, and lounge service at a low cost.
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FOH…
powerful
performance
at a
refreshing price.
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WE ALL SCREAM 4 ICE CREAM

THE FAMOUS
MILKY BUN
IS COMING TO TO RANCHO CUCAMONGA ON MARCH 31

Afters Ice Cream is Opening its Nineteenth Southern
California Location in Rancho Cucamonga’s Victoria
Gardens Town Center

Will be celebrating the grand opening of its
newest location in Rancho Cucamonga at Victoria Gardens town center on Saturday, March
31. The grand opening festivities will start at
8:00 p.m. as the Instagram-famous ice cream
store, popularized by its unique and colorful
handcrafted ice cream and signature Milky
Bun™ donut ice cream sandwich, offers its first
50 customers a free Afters Ice Cream “Anti Diet
Diet Club” crew neck sweatshirt.
“We’re excited to celebrate our third grand
opening of 2018 with the newest Afters Ice
Cream in Rancho Cucamonga and introduce
them to our one-of-a-kind ice cream to the
community” said Scott Nghiem, Chief Executive Officer and Co-founder. Ngheim plans to
open another seven locations in California this
year.
“We have a crazy cult following who have been
so loyal to us over the years. We’re looking forward to introducing Rancho Cucamonga residents to our unique dessert experience to add
to our following,” said Nghiem. “We hope to see
all of our new neighbors at our brand new location on Saturday, March 31, for them to see and
taste what all the hype is about!”
The new Afters Ice Cream in Rancho Cucamonga is located in Victoria Gardens town center
at 12513 North Main Street, Suite 3655, Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739 and operates from
12:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. daily. For additional
information, please visit www.aftersicecream.
com.
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CARPIO’S CORNER

A Spotlight on International Travel
GREATER FORT LAUDERDALE
Making Waves in the
Culinary World
By C r i st i na C ar pio

Stacy took the helm two years ago as the President and
CEO of the GFL Convention and Visitor’s Bureau. She’s
lived in the area since 1974 and spent most of her life
there. It’s where she chose to raise her kids. Before her role,
Stacy spent 20 years in elected office.
She was in the state legislature and a lawyer by profession.
She calls herself a true ambassador of GFL and says this
job will be her last stop because of how much she loves
Greater Fort Lauderdale and her commitment to get GFL
recognized as an international travel destination.
Canada is GFL’s number one travel market. At a recent
event held in Toronto, Stacy hand-picked some powerhouse
chefs, a mixologist and a craft beer expert to represent
Greater Fort Lauderdale’s culinary and beverage scene. In
south Florida, they have a large Caribbean population and
so “Floribbean” cuisine was showcased at the event. This
is a fusion of two very distinct types of flavors which blends
both Caribbean and Florida influences.

When we think of Fort Lauderdale, we immediately think of
a spring break, party destination; it’s a comfort food, chicken
fingers and fries kind of place. Well, that reputation is long
gone and for good reason. Not only does Fort Lauderdale
have 23 miles of BlueWave certified beaches, over 34,000
rooms in a variety of accommodations and more, it is now
one of the hottest destinations in Florida.
The hospitality and the culinary scene has recently
blossomed as powerful chefs and food influencers have taken
center stage and are making a mark. At a Visit Greater Fort
Lauderdale event in Toronto, President and CEO of the
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention and Business Bureau
Stacy Ritter said that Greater Fort Lauderdale or “GFL”
offers an elevated culinary experience which many people
are not used to hearing about but that is about to change.
“We are showcasing some celebrity chefs and show to
the world that you can have a great meal at Greater Fort
Lauderdale”. She says this is a secret that has been kept for
far too long. A long time GFL resident, according to Stacy,
spring break died there in the 90’s, but for some reason, they
still maintain this reputation. She made it very clear that
they are not this type of destination anymore. “We are a
destination where millenials come to eat, drink, have fun
and have a great experience.”

FEBRUARY
2018
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Executive Chef Paula DaSilva of the Burlock Coast at
the Ritz Carlton is considered one of the most renowned
and highly respectable chefs of GFL. Her tough exterior
explains why she survived Gordon Ramsey’s popular
hit show, Hell’s Kitchen. Known for her remarkable
talent and imaginative farm-fresh dishes rich with the
flavors and freshness of South Florida, this female chef
powerhouse has created innovative menus and taken on
massive culinary projects throughout her career. She is
also a mentor and leader in the local food scene. Over
the years, this chef also has earned accolades and press
including a recent nod from Esquire magazine as one of
the Best New Restaurants in America. At the Toronto
event, Paula prepared a perfectly seared halibut with made
from scratch corn succotash, parsnip puree using fresh
local ingredients and homestead carambola sauce which
is so “Floribbean”. Adrienne Grenier, Executive Chef at
3030 Ocean, Harbor Beach Marriott Resort is another
talent which GFL is very proud of. She is an inspiration
to many young culinary hopefuls, and a winner of the
popular Food Network hit show “Chopped”. She created
a handmade spinach cavatelli with littleneck clam broth
stew made with fresh herbs and breadcrumbs. The starter
was much appreciated by the guests experiencing a cold
start of spring in Toronto.

Executive Chef Paula DaSilva of the Burlock Coast at the
Ritz Carlton is considered one of the most renowned and
highly respectable chefs of GFL. Her tough exterior explains
why she survived Gordon Ramsey’s popular hit show, Hell’s
Kitchen. Known for her remarkable talent and imaginative
farm-fresh dishes rich with the flavors and freshness of South
Florida, this female chef powerhouse has created innovative
menus and taken on massive culinary projects throughout
her career. She is also a mentor and leader in the local food
scene.

GFL’s very own craft beer ambassador Blue Arauz was
also present to boast about how GFL is also becoming a
craft beer destination with the rise of award- winning
microbreweries. “We have about 13 breweries just in the
GFL area, and everyone is doing something different.” It’s
become a community and a healthy competition between
all the breweries according to Blue who also happens to be
a Community Director for Yelp. He says the breweries are
focusing on everything from creative stouts and porters like
peanut butter and jelly sandwich beer, to wild beers, and
sours. “Everyone is finding their niche and supporting each
other on a much bigger scene,” says Blue and it can only get
even better.
While all travelers know the beach is always a major
attraction, it’s beyond that. The level of shopping has
really elevated and GFL has positioned itself as a shopping
destination with the Sawgrass Mills Mall and a separate
outdoor area called The Colonnade Outlets. This spot
is actually the 2nd largest tourist attraction in the state of
Florida and only 20 minutes from the beach.
The Art scene has also changed a lot and is thriving with
emerging local artists. They have this cool area called F.A.T.
Village Arts District. For art lovers, it offers an “art walk”
held on the last Saturday of every month which attracts a
truly diverse crowd.

Chefs Paula, Adrienne and Christian (Left to right)
Over the years, this chef also has earned accolades and
press including a recent nod from Esquire magazine as one
of the Best New Restaurants in America. At the Toronto
event, Paula prepared a perfectly seared halibut with made
from scratch corn succotash, parsnip puree using fresh local
ingredients and homestead carambola sauce which is so
“Floribbean”.
Adrienne Grenier, Executive Chef at 3030 Ocean, Harbor
Beach Marriott Resort is another talent which GFL is very
proud of. She is an inspiration to many young culinary
hopefuls, and a winner of the popular Food Network hit
show “Chopped”. She created a handmade spinach cavatelli
with littleneck clam broth stew made with fresh herbs and
breadcrumbs. The starter was much appreciated by the
guests experiencing a cold start of spring in Toronto.
Executive Pastry Chef Christian Cobos of the GG’s
Waterfront Bar and Grill in Hollywood Florida impressed
the crowd with a simple but trendy Floridian dessert, a
key lime pie topped with Crème Fraiche. The dessert was
brilliantly paired with a key lime martini prepared by the
guest mixologist. Christian has worked with and collaborated
in creative partnerships with some of the top chefs in New
York, Miami and Los Angeles after mastering his pastry
techniques at culinary school in Paris. This Ecuador native
has also mastered the innovative “Nuevo Latino” cuisine
which sparked his interest in his love for chocolates working
under noted chef Douglas Rodriguez where he learned how
to refine his skills.

“Diversity is in our DNA in GFL” says Stacy. GFL’s
thumbprint logo represents individuality and uniqueness
of each person. “We are all unique in our special way, and
although each of us has a different thumbprint, we are still
great together”.
Real estate is also booming in this city. It is less expensive to
build a property than other areas like Miami, and the cost of
living is much lower. Several new luxury properties have also
recently opened on the beach like the iconic Conrad Hotel
with sweeping panoramic views of the Atlantic Ocean.
There are only 23 Conrad hotels in the world and GFL has
one of them. They are also building a Four Seasons which
will open next year, and a couple of new downtown hotels.
This is a great sign of a vibrant community as this will be the
first time since the 1930’s that there has been a brand new
downtown hotel.
GFL is a walkable city. Safety is of the top priority of the
community. There is no ethnic tension like other parts
of the world because it is all about promoting diversity
and welcoming everyone. It’s the real melting pot, no
matter what your culture and color of skin. is They’ve
also increased their visitors year to year according to the
Bureau, and it has become a much more international
destination. The airport has expanded considerably with
non-stop flights to Dubai, London, Paris, Barcelona, Latin
America, Caribbean locations, Canada and Mexico. For all
these reasons and more, saavy travelers are realizing that
Greater Fort Lauderdale should be on the radar as a top
travel destination.
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irresistibly
snackable
INTRODUCING CONCERTINO™ MINI GRAPE TOMATOES!
Tiny in size and incredibly addictive, our new mini grape tomatoes
are packed with extra flavor and nutrients, making them
snack approved for both kids and adults! Perfect in
salads, oven-roasted, or on their own.

WINDSETFARMS.COM
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N 10 Restaurant
W E S T H O L LYW O O D

Is a contemporary, Italian restaurant with a multi-regional, seasonal cuisine, in a modern
space with an intimate vibe. Behind the restaurant is restaurateur Emanuele Romani and
Italian soccer legend Alessandro del Piero. The high quality, genuine menu has been created by
blending the gastronomic passions of our chefs. Bringing you their favorite regional dishes from
Italy and combining their American and Italian cultures.
Established in 1992 by the Davoli family with a single eatery in Jacksonville, Metro Diner is
among the nation’s fastest growing family dining concepts. The diner gained popularity with
its warm, welcoming service, large portion sizes and indulgent comfort food. Just ask Guy Fieri
who featured the diner in an episode of Diners,
Drive-In’s, and Dives. The diner offers great
value with most dishes priced under $15, and
each location is designed to make guests feel at
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CUISINES BY

CHEF Q&A ON NEXT
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WHAT IS YOUR COMFORT FOOD?
Freshly baked homemade warm bread, prosciutto di Parma and ParmigianoReggiano
WHO WAS YOUR GREATEST COOKING INFLUENCE?
I can’t say I have one. My cooking style changed and is still changing according
to my day to day experiences. Everything begun with the cooking passion of the
women of my family in Italy (grandmothers, mum and aunts), following that I
learned a lot from chefs who were mentoring me in professional kitchens (such
as Massimo Spigaroli, Daniele Sera, Luca Ciaffaraffà), as well as colleagues who
I’ve shared long days and nights in the kitchen (Paolo Dorigato, Matteo Bersellini,
Luca Gubelli, Saverio Sbaragli). Today, my greatest inspiration are my partners
in this new amazing adventure we are launching: No 10 restaurant, Emanuele
Romani, Maurizio La Rosa, and chef Nick Parker.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE INGREDIENT TO COOK WITH?
I love to cook with seasonal vegetables in general, wild mushrooms and truffles
in particular.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE WHITE WINE? FAVORITE RED?
I don’t have a favorite wine, it depends on my mood and the company. Today,
I enjoyed a bottle of Il Blu Brancaia 2011 with some friends and I loved it. But I
also love to share a glass of Gonet Medeville Ambonnay Cuvee champagne with
my wife.
CELEBRITY YOU WOULD LOVE TO COOK DINNER FOR?
I’d love to cook for Paul Bocuse.
CHEF WHOSE STYLE OF COOKING YOU REALLY DIG?
Alessandro Cianti, the chef at Trattoria Bar Bibo, near Firenze (Italy). He cooks
with the best ingredients, customizing food and wine for each individual table!
BEST THING ABOUT BEING A CHEF IS?
To be able to create with food. Combining different flavors, finding the right
ingredients, and making someone else happy with your creation, is there
anything better than that?
HOW DO THE WORDS “GLUTEN-FREE” MAKE YOU FEEL?
Responsible: I try to offer the best with any specific type of food or allergy.
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO SOMEONE WITH ASPIRATIONS OF BECOMING
A PROFESSIONAL CHEF?
Work with passionate mentors and enjoy your time in the kitchen: if it isn’t
happening, look for another mentor and another kitchen. Being a professional
chef is a lifestyle and artistic, above strict techniques and recipes.
LASTLY, WHAT DO YOU DO TO RELAX?
Hiking, swimming, reading, cooking, laughing!

CHEF

FABIO UGOLETTI
N 10 RESTAURANT

Fabio Ugoletti was born in Parma, Italy, and spent his childhood in the heart of the Po River Valley, also known as the “Food
Valley” where he discovered a love for food at a young age. His culinary career began when he started working in luxury hotels
and upscale restaurants. He has worked under the direction of important chefs such as Daniele Sera, Massimo Spigaroli, Paolo
Vai. In Tuscany he worked as an Executive Chef at Gallopapa, a prestigious 1-star Michelin restaurant. Fabio has also worked as
a gastronomic consultant and has organized events all over the world in Italy, China, Poland, Sweden, Korea, United States, and
Lithuania. He has also been involved in the development of the “new wave” of Italian Cuisine.
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Q
&A

WHAT IS YOUR COMFORT FOOD?
I love a good bacon cheeseburger with trendy fries!

WHO WAS YOUR GREATEST COOKING INFLUENCE?
Definitely Leroy Zahler!

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE INGREDIENT TO COOK WITH?
I love experimenting with four gras, truffle, and caviar.
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE WHITE WINE? FAVORITE RED?
Anything with Bubbles, and Pinot noir.

FAJITAS

CELEBRITY YOU WOULD LOVE TO COOK DINNER FOR?
I’d enjoy cooking for Donald Trump
CHEF WHOSE STYLE OF COOKING YOU REALLY DIG?
I really admire Thomas Keller
BEST THING ABOUT BEING A CHEF IS?
I truly enjoy making people happy with my creations.
HOW DO THE WORDS “GLUTEN-FREE” MAKE YOU FEEL?
Great because I have a gluten allergy so I feel empathetic towards that
and love to experiment to create the best of the best, gluten-free!
WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO SOMEONE WITH ASPIRATIONS
OF BECOMING A PROFESSIONAL CHEF?
Work hard and learn as much as you can, and if you have no passion
and dreams in the field… go to college for something else!
LASTLY, WHAT DO YOU DO TO RELAX?
It usually involves drinking, anywhere, anytime.

CHEF

NICK PARKER
N 10 RESTAURANT

Born and raised on a farm in Idaho, Nick Parker’s passion for food started at a young age. Self-educated in culinary
arts through books, travelling, staging, and a strong interest in “molecular gastronomy”, after working in kitchens
all over the US from Idaho to Atlantic City, to Washington, Florida, Las Vegas, Colorado, and Texas, Nick recently
decided to settle down in So Cal where he’s worked with acclaimed chefs such as Mario Batali and David Burke.
He specializes in Italian, French, Spanish, Creole, Pacific Northwester, Southern, and modern American cuisines, and
among his top projects, he’s built a 1-acre farm and Farm-To-Table concept for an exclusive Inn in the Pacific Northwest.
Chef Parker likes to create seasonal menus that featured hand organically grown vegetables, herbs and the freshest seasonal
seafood ingredients, and believes in farm fresh produce, even if it involves building a farm and doing the work himself.
W W W. FO O D BEVMAG .CO M
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The Art Of Creating
Perfect

RASPBERRY
COCKTAIL

Cocktail mixes do the work of making complicated cocktails easier since they have many ingredients pre-mixed in it. Further, we will discuss
more about creating perfect cocktails as well as
Raspberry Cocktail Mixes.

One of the finest ways to throw a memorable dinner party for your friends could be to man the bar
& provide cocktails. Nonetheless, how precisely
do you prepare awe-inspiring cocktails? There is
really a lot of tips to be kept in view if you desire
to make cocktails which would make your guests
go wow. Possibly one of the foremost things you
are required to gather up are a solid bar or set of
cocktail. Make certain that it has all the essential
items such as the shaker, bottle opener, jigger,
ice spoon, strainer, and other required items. It
is also essentials that the cocktail set consists of
each thing you are required to calculate the ingredients adequately.
You need to understand that the ingredients are
the second most essential factor to create an
awesome cocktail and you need to strictly follow
the right ingredients in every way, meaning to say
you have to add the right amount of ingredients
each time you are making your cocktail drinks so
that they would taste great. Another important
thing you need to keep in view is that your cocktail drink should be properly mixed or blended.
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You need to understand the fact that different
cocktails call for different ways of mixing & blending. For example, any cocktail which consist of
eggs and fruits is required to be shaken rather
than mixed. This will ensure that the ingredients
are greatly blended.
Now the market is loaded with lots of cocktail
mixes at inexpensive prices. You can order them
online and easily make different types of great
tasting cocktails which are just a treat to the taste
buds for instance Raspberry Cocktail Mixes
which can help you to make raspberry martini,
raspberry daiquiri and a range of different kinds
of cocktails. These cocktail mixes make the work
of making cocktails easier. With the help of them
even a beginner can look a professional bartender. Further, with them you can enjoy all your favorite cocktails at home.

Allow me to tell you a mouth watering raspberry
cocktail mix recipe. For this, you need to gather
up, vanilla cream, spiced rum, raspberry cocktail mix, and some raspberries. Blend the spiced
rum with the raspberry cocktail mix. Now add
vanilla cream in it and garnish the mixture with
some raspberries. Cheers!

COCKTAILS RECIPE

A Recipe Collection
Top 4 Most Requested
Summer Drinks
The recipes for these four classic cocktails. We’re sharing them with you. When
most people host summer parties, they usually have the basic alcoholic beverages,
like beer and wine, but rarely do you see a host offer a selection of really special
summer drinks.

POMEGRANATE
BLUEBERRY

PINEAPPLE
BLEU

SANGRIA
PUNCH

Lemonade

martini

cocktail

cocktail

1/2 cup lemonade
concentrate
1/4 cup fresh mint leaves
1 tbsp. fresh lemon juice
Ice cubes
1/4 cup Limoncello
(lemon liqueur)
1/2 cup club soda
Lemon slices and mint for
garnish

1/2 part vodka
1 part pomegranate mix
(Use “Rose” brand)
1 part pomegranate
blueberry juice
(Use “Tropicana” brand)
Orange slices for garnish

2-oz. Hypnotic Liqueur
1-oz. Grey Goose Vodka
Splash of pineapple juice
Lemon twist for garnish
Shake together Hypnotic,
vodka and ice until
chilled. Pour into a martini glass, top with pineapple juice and garnish
with a lemon twist and an
umbrella.

1 lemon
1 lime
1 orange
1-1/2 cups rum (spiced
rum works well too)
1/2 cup white sugar
1 (750 milliliter) bottle dry
red wine
1 cup orange juice
Chill the fruit, rum, orange
juice and wine. If desired,
make ice cubes out of the
orange juice.

LIMONCELLO
MINT
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U ND E RSTA N D I N G WI N E S

FROM THE UNITED STATES
Probably the most famous area of wine production is Napa Valley, California, where some 90%
of North American wines are produced. These vineyards were mostly started by Spaniards
who planted as they established missions; most wines were used for religious sacraments but
were also used during daily life. The vine cuttings they used were typically from Mexico and
were brought to the U.S. in the early 1500’s.
Many people are surprised to find out the truth about United States wines. Most assume that the
best wines in the world are produced in France or areas of the Mediterranean, and while it’s true that
many people may prefer or know more about French wines, there are many varieties of wines from
the United States that are just as good. Probably the most famous area of wine production is Napa
Valley, California, where some 90% of North American wines are produced. These vineyards were
mostly started by Spaniards who planted as they established missions; most wines were used for
religious sacraments but were also used during daily life. The vine cuttings they used were typically
from Mexico and were brought to the U.S. in the early 1500’s.
Today most grapes are of the French, Italian and Spanish varieties, which is why United States wines
are on the same level quality-wise as these more commonly known French wines. Advances in planting
and grape hybrid technology have made it possible for any region of the world to produce a wine of
any variety and quality.
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For many years the most popular types of wines were
Bordeaux and Chardonnay, but in the 1980’s many grew
tired of this type of wine, especially as more and more
varieties became readily available at wine and liquor stores
everywhere.

Suddenly vineyards producing Unites States

wines began experimenting with different and more obscure
varieties of grapes and grape hybrids. The warmer weather
of California’s Napa Valley also affects the taste of the wines,
making them taste a bit fruitier than other brands of wines. It
also allows for higher alcohol content during the fermentation
process; most California wines are at 13.5% alcohol.
There are of course other areas of the country that produce
very fine wines, including the Great Lakes regions around
the state of Michigan, and the Rocky Mountain region of
Colorado.

These areas have very favorable weather and

growing conditions for very fine wines.
United States wines are now so popular that many plan their
entire vacations around wineries and wine tours. Planning
tours of Napa Valley is so popular that many travel agents
and tourism boards plan entire excursions for groups such
as AARP and other travel clubs. The U.S. is actually the fourth
largest wine producing country in the world, and there’s good
reason for that. While some may not think of United States
wines as being of the same quality as French or Spanish
wines, the truth is that they are of very high quality, variety,
and vintage. If you fancy yourself a wine connoisseur , you
would do well to make sure you add these wines to your
regular drinking experience.
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Walk-On’s Prepares To Open
2Nd San Antonio Restaurant

Baton Rouge-based brand celebrates grand opening on Monday

Walk-On’s Bistreaux & Bar is bringing its fresh Louisiana cuisine to the Huebner Oaks Center on Monday,
April 2.
The new restaurant, located at 11075 IH 10 W., will
open its doors at 11 a.m. on Monday. But consider arriving early because the first 25 customers will receive
a mini football autographed by New Orleans Saints superstar and Walk-On’s Co-Owner Drew Brees!
The community is celebrating with a VIP night Saturday, March 31, at 6:30 p.m. During the event, WalkOn’s will present a $5,000 donation to Teed Off at Cancer, one of the largest charity events in San Antonio.
The pre-opening event is invitation-only.
“I opened the first Walk-On’s in San Antonio just last
year and it has been a huge hit, so we couldn’t be happier about bringing our winning combination of Louisiana-style food and drinks to everyone near Huebner
Oaks,” said Franchisee Moussa Haidar. “You won’t find
another menu like ours in San Antonio, and our gameday atmosphere is perfect for sports fans of all ages.
We’ve assembled an awesome team of about 150 and
we’re all looking forward to becoming an integral part
of the community.” Walk-On’s is renowned for its signature Louisiana-style menu served up in a game-day
atmosphere by its All-American Team. When the new
restaurant opens, it will be the second Walk-On’s in
San Antonio, the fourth in Texas, and the 19th system-wide

“We are quickly expanding across Texas thanks to extraordinary franchisee partners like Haidar,” said Scott Taylor, President & COO of Walk-On’s
Enterprises. “The new restaurant is absolutely beautiful, and I know it’s
going to be a very welcome addition to the dining and entertainment
landscape in the Huebner Oaks Center.”
The new restaurant will be open Monday through Thursday from 11 a.m.
to 11 p.m. and Friday through Sunday from 11 a.m. to midnight.
Walk-On’s now has 18 locations: four in Baton Rouge, two in New Orleans
and one each in Lafayette, Houma, Shreveport, Lake Charles, Covington,
Broussard, Alexandria, Gonzales, and Bossier City, La., and Lubbock, San
Antonio and Tyler, Texas. Other locations are coming soon in Alabama,
Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Tennessee and Texas, with several additional markets across the Southern U.S. likewise on the drawing board.
New Orleans Saints superstar Drew Brees and his wife, Brittany, bought
in as co-owners in May 2015. Drew pointed out that Walk-On’s is “a great
place to bring my family, teammates and business colleagues” and that
they were excited to help “expand the brand across the nation.”

For a complete menu and more information, visit walk-ons.com.

ABOUT WALK-ON’S BISTREAUX & BAR®
Based in Baton Rouge, La., Walk-On’s Bistreaux & Bar® is rapidly
expanding across the country thanks to its winning combination of
food and drinks made from scratch with a taste of Louisiana. WalkOn’s All-American team serves up a game-day experience in a fun,
family-friendly atmosphere that ensures every guest is a winner. For
more information, visit www.walk-ons.com, or contact Ladd Biro at
Champion at lbiro@championmgt.com or 972.930.9933.

To inquire about franchising opportunities, qualified applicants may contact Kelly Parker at franchise@walk-ons.com.
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MILWAUKEE CHOPHOUSE.
ANNOUNCES NEW CHEF DE
CUISINE AND MENU
The Milwaukee ChopHouse, part of Marcus Restaurant Group, announced today
that Calum Hastreiter has been promoted from culinary supervisor to chef de
cuisine. In his new role, Hastreiter will
oversee daily operations of the Milwaukee ChopHouse, located at the Hilton
Milwaukee City Center in downtown Milwaukee. The restaurant also announced
today that it has launched a new dinner
menu, Hastreiter’s first as chef of the Milwaukee ChopHouse.
Hastreiter takes on his new position as
chef de cuisine following six years working in various roles at the Milwaukee
ChopHouse and Miller Time Pub & Grill,
also located at the Hilton Milwaukee City
Center. Prior to joining Marcus Restaurant Group, Hastreiter worked at Stonefly Brewery, a brewpub formerly located
in Milwaukee’s Riverwest neighborhood.
He served in several roles during his
time with the brewpub, moving his way
up the ranks to become kitchen manager
in 2010. A Manitowoc, Wisconsin native,
Hastreiter received a bachelor’s degree
in history and political science from the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
“During the past six years working at the
Milwaukee ChopHouse and Miller Time
Pub & Grill, I have been able to develop
my culinary voice. I have had the great
opportunity to build creative menus using seasonal and local ingredients for
our regular wine dinners and learn about
the restaurant’s classic dishes,” said
Hastreiter.
“Now, as chef de cuisine at the restaurant, I’m excited to showcase dishes and
ingredients that I think represent me
best as a chef and that our guests will
thoroughly enjoy.”
In early March, Chef Haistreiter introduced his first dinner menu for the Milwaukee ChopHouse. The new menu
features prime cuts, classic to the Milwaukee ChopHouse, in addition to an increased focus on seafood offerings.
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Two dishes of special note, as well as a
few thoughts from Chef Hastreiter, include:
• Mero sea bass ($42) with lemon
beurre blanc, celeriac-apple slaw and micro herbs – “I’m most proud of this dish.
We make a point to bring in fish from
sustainably caught sources. When you
have quality fish, it is best to let it speak
for itself, which is my take on this dish.
The simple accent flavors add to, but do
not overpower, the buttery flavor of this
great fish.”
• Butternut squash bisque ($9) with
pumpkin seed oil, paprika pepitas and
fried sage – “One of my favorite things
to make is soup. It’s simple, easy to do,
and usually healthy. That is why the butternut squash bisque best represents me
as a chef. This soup takes a simple ingredient, butternut squash, and elevates the
flavors with a few added ingredients. I
make soups at home nearly every week
and am happy to be able to share something I love with others.”
Over the past year, the Milwaukee ChopHouse has worked to create a dining
experience outside the expectations of a
traditional chophouse. The restaurant received its first Wine Spectator Award of
Excellence in 2017, which recognized its
more than 150 wines available to guests.
The restaurant also began hosting regular wine dinners featuring several courses of specially-prepared dishes paired
with select wines from top vineyards
and wineries across the United States,
and unveiled seasonal menus featuring
trendy cuts of meat, such as the bistro
filet and braised pork cheek. The most
recent and sold-out wine dinner, held
March 9, featured exclusive selections
from northern California-based Michael
David Winery. While trying five wines
from this 150-year-old winery, guests enjoyed five courses, which included:
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Chef Calum Hastreiter
• King Crab ravioli with charred
fennel, Belgioioso ricotta, chive and
blood orange beurre blanc, as well as
•A Vadouvan lamb chop with black
lentil dal, charred purple cauliflower,
pomegranate yogurt and preserved
lemon.
To learn more about upcoming
wine dinners, menu changes,
specialty dishes and the Milwaukee ChopHouse in general, visit
www.chophouse411.com/chophouse_location_MCH.asp, or find
Milwaukee ChopHouse on Facebook
and Twitter.
More information and the latest news
and updates from Marcus Restaurant
Group can be found at www.marcusrestaurants.com/.
About Marcus Restaurant Group
Milwaukee-based Marcus Restaurant Group, an operating unit of
Marcus Hotels & Resorts, develops
and operates distinctive nationwide
establishments ranging from casual and fine dining to trendy lounges
and creative concepts. From cuisine
and cocktails to ambiance and vibe,
each Marcus Restaurant Group
experience is carefully designed
to fuse with the local scene, offering the finest quality farm-to-table
products, wine and craft beverages
and inspired dishes that cater to every taste. Award-winning concepts
include Miller Time Pub & Grill,
ChopHouse, Mason Street Grill and
SafeHouse Restaurants. Frequent
diners are encouraged to partake
in the Marcus Rewards loyalty program at participating restaurants,
bars and lounges. For more information on Marcus Restaurant Group,
visit www.marcusrestaurants.com,
or follow the company on Facebook
and Twitter (@EatAtMarcus) for the
latest news and updates.

LOS ANGELES ANGELS OPEN 2018 MLB SEASON

WITH EXCITING MERCHANDISE AND CULINARY
ADDITIONS TO ANGEL STADIUM
•

Cubano Grilled Cheese - Slow roasted pork and

shaved artisan ham topped with sliced pickles, swiss
cheese, creamy mustard, served on toasted thick sliced
French loaf.
•

Location: Terrace Level Section 211

•

Smoke Ring Spud

•

Baked potato, chopped house smoked

pulled pork, shredded cheddar cheese, sour cream, green
onion, and fried onions.
•

Location: Smoke Ring BBQ Gate 1 on

Field Level
•

Shrimp Aguachile

•

Spicy lime marinated shrimp, cucumber,

onion, and tortilla chips.
The Los Angeles Angels today announced new merchandise and culinary

•

Location: Section 259 Casa Modelo

offerings for fans at Angel Stadium ahead of the 2018 home opener on

•

Hugo’s Empanadas

Monday, April 2, 2018. Legends Executive Chef Robert Biebrich and his team

•

House made empanadas with spiced

have sourced offerings to provide exciting new dining options throughout

ground beef and potato, flaky pastry crust alongside salsa

Angel Stadium.

chilena.

In addition to the new menus throughout the ballpark, the merchandise

260 Casa Modelo

•

selection has been upgraded with an expansion of the main Home Plate

•

Team Store on the Field Level, renovations to the Club Level Team Store,

•
•

NEW FLAVORS AT ANGEL STADIUM CONCESSION STANDS
•

Terrace

Level

Section

“The Mound”
A mound of freshly baked chocolate

chip cookies served in a souvenir Angels helmet.

and more.

•

Location:

Change Up Kitchen
Feeding off the success of last season, the Change-Up

Location: Coffee Bean Kiosk near Home

Plate Gate on Field Level
•

“Taste of The Stadium”

•

Unique concept pins are available at

Kitchen is inspired by Angels players and will offer unique rotational menus

each specialty concessions location. With the purchase

that change every month. The first menu for Opening Week is inspired

of each, fans will receive $5 off a $25 purchase at Angel

by Shohei Ohtani:
•

Japanese Pork Katsu – Deep-fried pork cutlet breaded

with panko breadcrumbs and served with steamed rice, Japanese brown
curry, and pickled cucumber.
•

Location: Terrace Level Section 226

•

La Rotisserie

•

Santa Maria-Style Steak Sandwich - A brand new prime

Stadium Team Store location. After collecting all nine, fans
will receive a special lanyard and team store pin.
•

Location: Throughout Angel Stadium.

ABOUT LOS ANGELES ANGELS
The Los Angeles Angels joined Major League Baseball
as an expansion team in 1961 and have since gone
on to win nine American League Western Division

beef seasoned steak sandwich in a Santa Maria style rub and slow roasted on

Championships, host three All-Star games and capture

our rotisserie. Served on a baguette and topped with garlic herb butter and

the 2002 World Series Championship. Over its 57-year

salsa roja.

history, the franchise also boasts four MVP’s, two Cy

•

Location: Field Level Section 113

Young winners, two Rookie of the Year winners, 37

•

New Corner Markets

Rawlings Gold Glove winners and 154 All-Stars. Visit

•

Grocery store style locations to purchase salads, snacks,

the Angels online at www.Angels.com, follow on Twitter

drinks, and more.
•

Location: Club Level Sections 305 and 342

•

Big Cheese

•

Meatball Grilled Cheese - Beef and pork meatballs

@Angels and like on Facebook at www.facebook.
com/Angels. For media information, visit www.
angelspressbox.com.

simmered in a house made marinara sauce and topped with provolone and
mozzarella cheeses, served on toasted thick sliced French loaf.
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The Spirit Of American
Optimism Honored
BY NEW BERINGER BROS.
BOURBON BARREL AGED WINES
Jacob & Frederick Beringer Ask For Your
Help On Living Wine Labels

More than 150 years ago the
Beringer brothers founded
a winery and distillery in
Napa Valley, bringing forth a
pioneering spirit and setting a
standard for innovation that
has helped Beringer become the
oldest continually operating
winery in Napa Valley.

Photo By. Photographer Name

To honor the founders, Beringer is
introducing Beringer Bros. Bourbon
Barrel Aged wines, including a
Chardonnay, Cabernet Sauvignon
and Red Cuvee aged for 60 days
in charred American oak bourbon
barrels that impart a unique, richly
warm and bold flavor profile. The
wines are available nationally and
have a suggested retail price of
$17.99.
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It joins Living Wine Labels experiences for other
brands, including The Walking Dead Wines from
the Last Wine Company, Gentleman’s Collection, 19
Crimes and Chateau St. Jean. The new wines not only
feature a historic photo of the Beringer Brothers in
front of the old winery distillery sign, but are offered
in a traditional spirits shaped bottle using typography
and colors common to the late 1800’s, along with fifthgeneration winemaker Mark Beringer’s signature.
Cabernet Sauvignon

Cases also feature the photograph and the classic
double B logo used by Beringer since the winery’s

Mark Beringer, the great-great grandson of Jacob
Beringer, oversees winemaking for the new offerings,
bringing the family connection full circle. And while
honoring the past, the spirit of innovation continues
with the Living Wine Labels app, which brings Jacob and
Frederick to life, with a special request to consumers
for help in spreading the word about the new wines.

early years.

Download the Living Wine Labels app from the Apple
App Store or Google Play Store. Point the app at the
Beringer Brothers label, which depicts the brothers
standing in front of the old distillery with a team of
workers, and the augmented reality launches with the
brothers talking about their new venture and how to
get some attention for the winery. In the corner of the
screen is a camera shutter, and app users are asked
for help in taking a photograph. Click the shutter
and a photo is taken and appears on a newspaper
announcing the new Beringer winery.

Spirit of the Frontier Reborn.” An in-store sampling

Beringer Brothers is being introduced into this fastgrowing category with a full array of supporting
materials, including a mass barrel display and threecase wrap, case cards, shelf talkers, neckers, shelf
blades and floor stickers. All carry the theme “The
program will allow for trial as well as interaction with
the Living Wine Labels app.
See a video of the Living Wine Labels app in action at:
www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180220005154/e
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FOR MORE GREAT RECIPES VISIT WINDSETFARMS.COM
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CONCERTINO

™

MINI GRAPE TOMATO PANZANELLA SALAD
A fun take on a classic, our CONCERTINO™ Mini Grape Tomato Panzanella
Salad is a fresh recipe that is hearty enough to eat as a light supper or lunch.

INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 oz Concertino™ Mini Grape Tomatoes, cut in half
2 lbs multi-colored new potatoes, cooked until soft
1⁄2 cup Macedonian feta
1 cup radishes, sliced into coins
2 1⁄2 tbsp balsamic vinegar
5 tbsp olive oil
4 basil leaves, torn
2 tbsp parsley, chopped
salt
1 lb Dolce® Baby Bell Peppers, sliced
1 cup rice wine vinegar
1 cup honey

INSTRUCTIONS
Bring rice wine vinegar to a boil with honey and pour over sliced peppers.
Crush the new potatoes with your hand and lightly warm them in a pan with a little oil.
Place the potatoes, tomatoes, radishes and pickled peppers in a bowl with herbs, oil and
vinegar. Season with a big pinch of salt and a bit more vinegar if preferred.
Place in a bowl and sprinkle chunks of feta over the salad. Finish with chopped parsley,
torn basil, and a little more balsamic vinegar.
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AT MIDDLEBAR
VISIONARY MIXOLOGY
INFUSES FERMENTED
SPIRITS WITH AMBROISIAL
TASTE, AND A
HELPING OF
HEALTH ON THE SIDE

Two female mixologists in Inglewood, California are among
the first pioneers to pave the way inan emerging libations
category. The talented team behind MiddleBar, a soon-to
be iconic brand, have succeeded indeveloping an innovative process that enhances fermented (non-distilled) spirits
naturally by infusing a cornucopia of fresh herbs, fruits and
botanicals, to create deeper, more complex flavor profiles.
The MB duo has designed a menu of wildly unique cocktail
concoctions that are so delicious, no one notices the alcohol
content is slightly less than traditional mixed drinks.
The original claim to fame for seasoned mixologists Corrie
Scully and Renie Schoenkerman, was their award-winning
Bloody Mary recipe, appropriately dubbed MiddleBar Mary.
Next, they introduced an exclusive collection of Farm Fresh
Mocktails, as well as a line of Cocktail Accoutrement.
Then in December 2017, MiddleBar expanded into the
restaurant arena with the opening of its inaugural Dinner
Parlour & Bruncherie. The burgeoning Inglewood Market
Street location was chosen for its strong community, which
MiddleBar is “infusing” with its hip, cultured vibe.
Scully and Schoenkerman’s conceptual cocktails are now
paired with a harmonious mix of farm-to table dining and
musical entertainment, set amidst an intimate atmosphere
that pays homage to MBs southern roots. The MiddleBar
mixology brand now encompasses a restaurant, performance
venue and bar, one with drink offerings of the highest caliber
even without hard liquor, and you won’t this find anywhere
else.
MiddleBars new custom infused ensemble of fermented
cocktails have received five star reviews, and not once has
anyone mentioned the lower alcohol by volume—24% compared to 35% and above for most liquors. But they certainly
enjoy the lower price points
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Corrie

SCULLY

Recently, a few brave companies began selling fermented spirits,
which maintain the signature “tails” or bits of individual flavor
inherent in each. However, fermented spirits aren’t always pleasing
to the palate on their own. Like many base ingredients, they may
start off flat, but MiddleBar’s cocktailing craft transforms them
into an elegant, medley of delectable flavors. MB’s new cart du jour
natural fermented cocktails includes house gin and vodka infused
with a potpourri of herbs and botanicals, making their Martinis and
MiddleBar Mule a carnival of taste.

MiddleBar’s spiced rum features an especially interesting
ingredient—Coffee. Silverback Coffee of Rwanda is MB’s brand
of choice, not only because it’s a superior product, but it also
benefits Rwanda’s people, wildlife, arts and culture. Their beer
and wine license extends to include a smorgasbord of delightful beverages, such as the MB Aperol Spritz, Dirty Herb
Martini, and a Basil Grapefruit Sunrise. A 32oz bottle of the
acclaimed MiddleBar Mary can be purchased for $12 at the
eatery, as well as MB’s branded line of Pickled and Cocktail
Accoutrements, which run the gamut from Lagniappe Beans to
Bourbon Poached Cherries.
Scully says, “MiddleBar offerings go beyond a standard full
bar, but the key difference is our emphasis on meaningful
Socializing rather than getting sloshed. It’s rare to find anyone
else whose doing what we are doing, and near impossible to
duplicate the way that we’re doing it.”

Renie
And the vanilla bean infused bourbon is simply outstanding in the
New Fashioned and New Amsterdam. Schoenkerman says, “We’re
looking into aging our bourbon in barrels. Adjusting levels of char
on the wood is fun to play with. One day, we might even bottle our
own brand.” The MB Blackberry Basil Sunrise incorporates a tequila
fermented from the very same plants as the distilled version, lending
ita similarly robust taste. The celebrated MiddleBar Mary rises to an
even higher level in their signature MB Bloody Maria.

For over 10 years years, Scully and Schoenkerman have been
united by their mutual love of cooking, entertaining, music
and collaborative mixology. Scully brings her New Orleans
background and culinary expertise to the MiddleBar table,
while Schoenkerman is a scientist hailing from long line of
scientists. Her profession as a therapist has played an important role in MiddleBar’s overarching philosophy.
Schoenkerman says, “There’s strong data to support the valuable health benefits and increased well-being of simply gathering with friends or loved ones to share quality time, while
enjoying earth’s abundant blessings. That’s what MiddleBar is
all about.”
ABOUT MIDDLEBAR
Founded in December 2017 by Corrie Scully and Renie Schoenkerman, MiddleBar is Inglewood’s unique new Dinner Parlour and
Bruncherie, featuring farm-to-table menu, original Farm Fresh cocktails, mocktails and MB’s award-winning MiddleBar Mary. Evolved
from a love of music, cooking, cocktail creation and hospitality, dining at MiddleBar is a flavorful experience in a harmonious atmosphere. Come gather with loved ones and share delicious memories at
MiddleBar. 129 N Market Street, Inglewood, CA 90301 / 323-454-7577
/ www.middlebar.com.
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ORGANIC SUPPLY
CHAIN I & II
OPPORTUNITIES AND
CHALLENGES
Educational Sessions at OPS 2018 Announced”

The complexities of supply chain management for fresh organic produce
comes as no surprise to those involved in the day-to day production, sales and
distribution within the multi-billion-dollar industry. The Organic Produce
Summit 2018 will host two educational breakout sessions delving into the
various opportunities and challenges throughout the organic supply chain,
featuring industry leaders from major components of the supply chain.
The first session, “The Organic Supply Chain I – Opportunities and Challenges”
will feature panelists: Rod Braga, President and CEO of Braga Fresh Family
Farms; Will Feliz, CEO of Wawona Packing Company and Roger Pepperl,
Marketing Director for Stemilt. Jan DeLyser, Vice President of Marketing for the
California Avocado Commission will serve as moderator for the session, which
will explore the challenges and opportunities for those on the growing side of
organic fresh produce. The topics to be discussed include: land use, labor and
immigration, organic inputs, production and harvesting, as well as technology
and automation.
The second session, “The Organic Supply Chain II – Opportunities and
Challenges” will feature panelists: Ken Reagan, Vice President of Sales and
Marketing for State Garden/Olivia’s Organics; Michael Castagnetto, Vice
President of Global Sourcing for Robinson Fresh; and Rodney Bonds, Vice
President of Supply Chain for Sprouts Markets. Jeff Jackson, Chief Marketing
Officer for Tanimura & Antle will moderate the session, exploring post-harvest
related issues of organic produce from transport to receiving. Discussion
topics will include: food safety, audits, certification, processing and repacking,
cold chain management and inventory, as well as rules and protocols.
“OPS attendees will have the opportunity to learn from six leaders within
the organic produce industry,” said Susan Canales, President of the Organic
Produce Summit. “Each speaker represents a company that has found
success with their supply chain management and their insights will be benefit
those actively involved in the supply chain, as well as those seeking a greater
understanding of the challenges and opportunities of providing organic fresh
produce 24/7/365.”
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In addition to “The Organic Supply Chain I & II – Opportunities and
Challenges,” OPS 2018 will also be presenting the following educational
sessions:
“Deep Dive - Organic Sales Analysis and the Why Behind the Buy,” providing a
data dive into sales, trends and analysis of organic fresh produce.
“Organics and the Media – New Landscape of Information” will focus on
coverage for organic produce, what the media is seeking and ways the
industry can effectively communicate the benefits of organics to consumers.
“E-Grocery and the Future of Organic Fresh Produce at Retail” will provide an
overview of the burgeoning e-grocery business, featuring leaders from three
of the most progressive direct-to-consumer companies – Peapod, Instacart,
and Sun Basket.
“Organic Ingredients – Creating New Opportunities in the Produce
Department” will explore innovation, merchandising and new global organic
fresh produce ingredient supply chains.

About OPS:
The Organic Produce Summit was started in 2016 as a live event bringing
together growers, shippers and processors of organic fresh produce and
retail buying organizations across North America. The Organic Produce
Summit is held every July in Monterey, CA
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